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Foreword
HE

there, the incentive, too—that we
work of our predecessors but the
means was the stumbling Mock. The task looked
The Year Hook is
large, the prospects .lark.
something new in the College literary enterprises, this being
The difficulties
but the second number that has appeared.
were apparent, but our willingness was unlimited, our ambition ever determined that it should he worthy of the College
of the Sacred Heart. We endeavored. How well we succeeded
is for you to judge.
With this College we hid you make better acquaintance
through the result of the efforts we have put forth to make this
work representative of its ideals and achievements and last,
but not least, its students and their activities. To the majority
this is but a new view of old matter: to many it brings recol-

task

was

continue the

—

former days: to the remainder, we hope, it furnishes
and enjoyment, and to all it is the portal of a better
knowledge of our institution ami members.
May this glimpse of the past, detail of the present, and
hint of the future, merit your appreciation in proportion to
that welcome we feel von so generously extend it.
lections of
interest

A. M. D. G.

DEDICATION
With Cherished

We

Affection

dedicate this Year

Our Honored President and

Book

to

Sincerest Adviser

In token of our Gratitude and Esteem.

June, 1920.

Reverend John

J.

Brown,

President
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OLLECIAN5S
At the beginning of the scholastic year, the College Department, which had
received a set-back during the war. due to the patriotic and self-sacrificing
character of our Catholic boys, took on new life and vigor. The years of warfare had thinned the ranks and it devolved upon the Freshmen and Sophomores to fill the breach. They did this with such a will that when school opened
a record in the number of members in each class was established.
Soon the machinery of knowledge began to hum and race at so alarming a rate that it was
feared there might be danger of a cog slipping somewhere. The fears, however.
proved premature and groundless.
Instead of slowing down, the machine
seemed

to gain in velocity.

As time went on

the Sophomores took on a dignity worthy of their superior
excellence, and began to strut about with lordly mien and knowing look-., while
the fresh Freshmen, very fresh indeed from High School, peeped into college
territory and inwardly ([naked at thought of the things that were to come.
As these fears were at first left unrealized, the Freshmen started, as is their
time-honored custom, to usurp higher authority. This brought about a crisis.
The Sophomores, seeing the encroachment upon their power and glory, took
council among themselves and resolved to crush this arrogance. Consequently
they armed and prepared for battle. The Freshmen, having had their hopes
strengthened by fresh reports from the Sophomore camp, likewise made ready
for the conflict. At the critical moment, however, being possessed by the demon
"Fear," like the boy and the bear in the ancient fable, both turned tail and fled.
Since that time a policy of watchful waiting was maintained and a spirit of
amiability seemed to reign over both camps.

Probably the most exciting and death-defying contest of the year took
when the election of officers was held. Each class strove to excel
The results of the elections showed
in its choice of able men to pilot it-* ship.
that this contest had not been in vain, for the officers represented, literally as
and
beauty
of their respective classes.
well as figuratively, the brawn, brains
place

Looking back upon the year, we cannot but admire the progress made in
work.
)wing to the good will of the students and especially
to the excellence of the professors, the field of knowledge has been deeply and
diligently explored. We may, with just pride, say that the year has been a most
profitable and successful one. Social and athletic events have not been wanting.
On the social scale, the classes fought for the top rung of the ladder and it would
be difficult as well as dangerous to say which has had the supremacy. Athletically speaking, the College Department has "done itself proud" and we all
look' forward to the coming year with rising hopes.
all

lines of college

We

(

close this eventful year with the assurance of a

grand reunion next

To

the graduates of the High School department we extend our congratuMay our Alma Mater never
a hearty invitation to walk- with us.
have cause to be ashamed of us as we linger under her watchful care, nor in
after life when we explore other and perhaps distant fields.
fall.

lations

and

W.

V. Powers.
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Radiant flower of God's Western garden.
Mirthful palace of the Spirit of Youth,
Shining gem in the folds of the Rookies,
Be thou our star of honor and truth.

James A.

Archibald"

President of Sophomore Class.
Hobby: Speed.

o A. Doyle,

"Pop"

Vice-President of Sophomore Class.

Hobby: Growing.

fh
Joseph N. Patteiisox, "Doc"

:

Secretary of Sophomore Class.
Hobby: Oratory.

A

OLLECIAN5§

m

Eugene

B.

Howard, "Gene"

Treasurer, Sophomore Class.
Hobby: Chemistry.

3P

7
John

J.

Heer, "Hanka"

Historian,

Hobby:

Sophomore Class

n

Bookkeeping.

#"
7

John

C.

Hayden, "Swede"'

President,

Hobby:

Freshman

Class.

Plivvering.

John

J.

Weber, "Dutch"

Vice-President,

Hobby:

Freshman Class

Hitting the Line.

William V. Powers, "Bill"
Secretary,

Hobby:

Freshman

Class Medals.

Class.

OLLECIAN5§
Joseph A. Craven, "Lucius
Treasurer, Freshman Class.
Laconicism.

Hobby:

Ambrose Allard, "Bros
Hobby:

Euphuism.

James

J.

Finn, "Spike

1*

Hobby: Selling Tickets.

J.

Harold Gibbons, "Gib"
Hobby:

Society.

C.

Melvin Johnson, "Melve
Hobby:
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Poetics.
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Francis Kowalczyk, "Sweeney"
Hobby: Walking.

Demsle A.

Li:

Miettx, "De

Hobby: Pitching.

Marshall H. Magixms. "Mac"
Hobby: Sleeping.

Raymond

V.

Marron, "Moonie'

Hobby: Making Friends.

v

OLLECIAN5§

Henry Moore,
Hobby:

V

"Heinie"

Mathematics.

Francis C. Niznik, "Nik"
Hobby:

J.

Receiving Visitors.

Harris Patterson, "Oswald'
Hobby: Biology.

£'*

John

J.

Rj

Hobby:

Mack'

Engineering.

-J
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SENIOR
HI
ClAS^ 1930
we stood upon the threshold of Sacred Heart College and
timorously wondered what life would demand of us, and whether our hopes
would be realized and our boyish spirit of adventure satisfied. Those four
eventful years have passed, and now, as we stand and shake the hand of fame,
we can only say that all our longings have been fully gratified. From rosycheeked boys we have grown to determined youths, and it is with the greatest
of inspirations that we take our places on the bark of life, and dauntlessly
launch on the stream that will take us through the vicissitudes of four years
of college.

When

Ave

emerged from the portals of grammar school we began

—

to build

a ladder whereon to climb to the hall of fame
one that would not topple
over on us in our ascent to higher spheres. The foundation of that ladder,
our first year in high school, proved to be most substantial, and up out of the
trials and tribulations of fundamental Latin we walked with the assurance of
Our motto has been: "Work and then play, then study.
a mighty conqueror.
and ever pray." It has steadied us. when the burdens of study and the pangs
of childish dissatisfaction have gnawed at our vitals, and may it ever remain
indelibly imprinted on our minds, when the great battles of life shall make
us realize the insignificance of the petty troubles of our years at Sacred Heart.

We

have been victors in many contests that test the mental and physical
capabilities of students. Francis Kenney was one of our outstanding, brilliant
lights.
He finished two consecutive years at the top of the honor roll of the
entire student body, annexing high averages. In the many elocution contests
we have shown others that we have representatives able to gather glory for
the class of Fourth High. In this line we throw the flowers of congratulation
On the oratorical platform
to A. Bunte, who won the Connor medal in 1916.
we have had many successes and. repeatedly, have tasted victory in debating
contests.
When the call of the world-war rocked the V. S.. and again when
military training was introduced into S. H. C, we stepped to the fore. One
of us. Mahlon .Johnson, was the recipient of the commission of Major, the
>t in the student corps.
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We

have tried at all times to
been conspicuous in our high school career.
have done our share
bear in mind the loyalty that is due our CollegeIf only we retain the spirit of
in the promotion of all College enterprises.
hard work and adhere to the example set by the classes before us, then we
shall feel no remorse on "Cap and Gown" day.

We

To our class was entrusted the duty of editing the 1920 "Brown and
Gold, the monthly periodical of the College. Francis Stanek was elected
Editor; William Turner, Business Manager; Henry Waldron, Social Editor;
Arnold Bunte, Athletic Editor. These men have made a surprising success
of this recently founded college publication. They have pleased the students,
and have succeeded so admirably that they have set a high mark for future
1

S.

'

H. C.

journalists.

those genial companions who have been our professors during our high
school years we extend the most sincere thanks and appreciation for their
untiring efforts in paternally guiding us through this stage of life. They
have made us realize more thoroughly the benefits of education. They have
been our friends.
have learned truly to esteem them, and we feel that the
many beautiful lessons Ave have garnered from their words and deeds will ever
make us remember them as examples of true Christian manhood.

To

We

Gerald Kelly, our distinguished fellow student and winner of this year's
highest average, was elected President of the class last fall John Burns filled
the office of Vice-President, and affable Edgar Egan was elected Secretary
and Treasurer. They led us in our last year of high school and piloted our
ship of state in a commendable manner.
;

To those few of our class who may not be with us to sail on the river of
four years of college, we bid a fond farewell. May you always work with
the same zeal that was yours in your associations with us. The rest of us are
ready and brave, and hope that we may do as well in the four years to come
as we have done in our High School years, which form one of the happiest
memories of our young lives. In September wo shall don the garb of the
college "Freshie^ and go forth to fight new battles. We accept the diploma
of a high school course with gratitude and satisfaction. May our prize be
an incentive to our successors to maintain the standard which our large class
A. Bunte.
has set for them.
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Gerald A. Kelly

^tI

Class President

"Fortune

And

is

in this

merry,

mood

will give us anything."

s&
John R. Burns
Class Vice-President.
"Things small as nothing, for request'

sake only,

<#

He makes important."

Edgar T. Egan

Class Secretary.
"I'll put a girdle 'round about the earth
In forty minutes."

Ferman Bischofberger
"A sweet-faced man;
shall see in a

a proper

Carl E. Bonelli
"A

man

as one

summer's day."

1*

lad of mettle; a good boy, so they call
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SENIOR HIGH:

Venceslao Borrego
"Man

is a giddy thing, and this
conclusion."

is

my

Fred Brow:
'Come hither, boy:

ever thou shalt

If

love,

In the sweet pangs of

Arnold
"A

S.

it,

remember me."

Bunte

secret shrine

JOHN

— and

I.

yet,

and yet-

C'REIGHTOjS7

"He reads much, he

is

a great observer,

and he looks quite through the deeds
men."

of

Thomas H. Dodge
"There's nothing
temple."
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can dwell in such a

SENIOR HIGH:

Harry Doyle
'I

like

your silence;

it

the

more shows

off

Your wonder."

Joseph D. Hazlett
"A clerk who half

his life had spent
Toiling at ledgers in a city grey."

Lester E.

k ion

W0

McGrath

"He thinks

Law

J

too

much; such men are dan-

no A. Merritt

never occurs to fools that merit and
good fortune are closely united."

"It

1*
Robert E. Moore
"Whose words took

all

ears captive."
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Edward
"I

J.

Morton

have no mind of feasting forth

to-

night;

But

I

will go."

Lawrence

1»

E. Schneider

'By heaven, methinks

it

were an easy

leap

To pluck bright honor from the

pale-

faced moon."

Frank A. Stanek
"Look here upon this picture.
See what a grace was seated on

this

brow."

William

JJ.

"Framed

Henry

Turner
in the prodigality of nature."

B.

Waldron

"His vision

is to

kl

t#
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DIVISION

A
CLASS OFFICERS
President,

Harry McGuire

Wm, Van Dtjsen
Edward Zadra

Vice-President,

Treasurer,

After another year of work and fun,

we stand on

the threshold, eager to
enter upon our final year of high school
life.
Behind we leave a trail of difficult deeds accomplished, of tedious
works well done. We trust no duty
has been shirked, no obligation forgotten.

No doubt mistakes have been

numerous and efforts at times misBut it is certain that in the
directed.
end these errors have only spurred us
on to greater and more worthy achieve-

-

ments.

Our school year has been crowded
with school

.

<*£

1

activities.

In every one

of these the Junior High class has been
more than a participant; it has been
a leader. At the outset we lost many
old-time classmates to Division
B.
Father Quinn, to our great pleasure,
was given charge of us. Under his

4il>

Ai* *i> *A±

A&

<X> 41*

4-2>
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guidance we delved rather deeply, we
thought, into the vast mine of knowlThere was toil and at times
edge.
Perhaps we
almost mental anguish.
could have carried away a grain or
two more of learning, still progress
we did make, and in proportion to our
constant, generous endeavor.
In football three of our members
made the Varsity team, and covered
themselves with mud and glory.
At
the end of a tennis tournament, played
to decide the school championship, one
of our class was winner.
Two of our
men made the First Senior team in
basketball.
M. Shearer and D. Lombardi of football fame, especially, upheld our reputation in athletics.
We took to baseball with our usual
enthusiasm, and some of our members
found places on the Varsity. In the
finals of the elocution contest we were
represented.
As to the "Brown and
Gold," we have steadily contributed to

columns. In this line our work has
been slight, but we hope that next year
we may be entrusted the duty of conducting across the editorial river the
little paper which has been such a joy
its

to the school.

We are about to step on the final
rung of high school life. Thanks to
Father Quinn, to whom the entire class
wishes to extend their heartiest gratitude for his efforts in their behalf, we
feel we are prepared for the task before us.
It is our greatest hope that
the deeds of the class, both past and
future,
will
ever be achievements
worthy of being inscribed "Second to
None."
Harry McGuire.
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DIVISION B
CLASS OFFICERS FOR THE FIRST SEMESTER
President,

Godfrey Doyle
Bernard FitzSimons

Vice-President,
Secretary.

John Ryan

How well we remember the closing of those
Xo
sweet days of vacation last September.
more could we sleep late in the mornings,
dreaming of games of tennis and baseball, trips
to the mountains and all those characteristics
of summer vacation. These pleasures gave way
to days of study, which are begun by early rising; days which bring to our mind a national
anthem, "Oh, how I hate to get up in the mornwe dreaded, and
young men we deem a troublesome
sity, are days which we, as grown men.
reflect upon as the greatest days of our

.Sr 100I
1

f

days, which as boys

as

w

darted the year with great intentions,
ami most of these intentions have been adbered
to: thus this year was noteworthy for success
in studies.
In athletics we were represented by
several men and especially by two of more than
ordinary ability.
Godfrey Doyle did some
brilliant playing in football, basketball and

C i 1 f
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The ever-reliable Carl Kopp, of
pitching fame, proved the terror of many a
baseball opponent.
In April a "pep" meeting was held to plan
a few social affairs before the close of the

«>

baseball.

This resulted in several entertainments which proved highly satisfactory to all

A

»
.

^^

school year.

members of the class.
The end of the year gave us the keen satisfaction that we have become learned men. in
comparison with what we were the year before.
We have produced Latin students who would
make Cicero turn green with envy, and English students who would make old Lord Tennyson turn over in his grave. In fact, we have

the

learned the meaning of knowledge; and if
writing a letter to Rome we would merely say,
with all the dignity of Caesar himself, "Venimus, vidimus, vicimus." Our success is due in
no small part to our fine professors who bore
with us with such tireless patience and guided
us with such unerring wisdom.
To them we
offer our heartiest thanks.

Charles O'Donnell.

CLASS OFFICERS FOR THE SECOND SEMESTER

Bernard FitzSimons
Charles O'Donnell
Treasurer. Godfrey Doyle
President,

Secretary,

!1
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DIVISION A.— A brand new model, all sparkling and brilliant, throbbing with a heart-beat that spoke of everything sound and well-regulated
within, with a chauffeur at the wheel who seemed capable of guiding it to its
destiny; the giant "Super-Six Sophomore High No. A" stood at the portals
of S. H. C. on a glorious morning of last September, eager to be off in its
pursuit, pro religione et bonis certihus.
How we traveled! A ten-months' trip ahead of us, and capable of going
from sixty to one hundred miles an hour. From the very beginning we
realized that it was dangerous for any one of us to ask the stern old chauffeur
to stop or even slow down, if we did not want to be told positively that we
would have to get out and complete the rest of our journey on foot. Who
could afford that? No one, unless he wanted to make the trip over again.
And yet sometimes we did go slow, but, alas! that clay we were initiated into
a difficult and unwelcome, but most efficient, remedy.
We were "chugged."
What an amount of new country we saw, and we can assure you that we
strained our eyes to miss none of it. We traveled through that territory where
Caesar and his war chariots had preceded us. The haze of battle and the
"smell of smoke and powder" seemed to be still insistent, and occasionally,
no matter how carefully we drove, we would puncture a tire on one of the old
Roman broad-swords or some other Latin "impedimenta" that often enough
literally covered the road. This meant "stop for repairs and more chug." Again,
we found ourselves in that strange country of lines, straight and curved, of
angles and planes and circles and polygons. How sharply we made the turns,
how frequently we went round and round, how many miles of area we covered
until our poor heads were dizzy; and how often Ave were fain to give up, when
suddenly and, oh, how gratefully! we were aware there was a long straight
road ahead of us again, and we had a chance to recover ourselves.
But didn't we have any diversions? Didn't we ever distract ourselves?
Indeed we did, and frequently, too. We were never loth to scramble aboard
those great sport models, which were always our companions. Senior and
Junior Athletics; nor must we forget to mention that rakish hut speedy little
craft, the Clover Club. It was great fun trying to get a seat and hold on. for
these sport cars were low, fast and not over-roomy. Their chauffeurs would
not permit them to be over-crowded either; so it speaks well that some of
those who rode in the Sophomore Six were able to maintain a seat.

—

Page
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OR NOT TO BE—

II B
It has been beautifully said, that whereas Nature has given to but a few to be seers of the future, she has made all of us
historians and seers of the past by giving to each of us the golden scrolls of
Memory. It is as though she would have the unfailing light of gratitude,
which streams from Memory's tablets, illumine and color our whole lives.
Hence the task of chronicling the year's events is, in great measure, unnecessary; rather, it is already accomplished. Hence, again, our written record may
appear cryptic and fragmentary, but for us it is full of the power of sugges-

tion.

When

classes

resumed

in

September,

it

was found that Sophomore High

School was so large that a division was imperative. Thanks to this division,
we owe our existence as a class and our acquaintance with Father G. Ellard.
is
Perhaps our most distinctive feature is this: that while Second High
made up wholly of classical students, our roster includes representatives of all
the High School courses.
It was evident from the outset that our class was made up of men of
energy and ambition, imbued with the spirit of leadership. S<. we speedily
organized and elected as our Generalissimo, the genial Chester Mills. At the
same time it was decided that, lest our record perish from the earth, Frank
Cusack should keep the Class Diary for the first semester. The same precious
volume was entrusted to the care of Mr. Kirk for the spring semester.
Then we began to make history and show the whole College our superiority.
When the football season came along, nine of our twenty-odd donned
the moleskins. Thus the class was represented on the Varsity, the Seconds,
the Juniors and the Clover Club. The fast little Junior machine was capLater when the scene shifted from the
tained by our own "Bill" Farley.
gridiron to the basketball floor, we were no less in evidence. Again we gave
three men to the Clover Club, and two to the Juniors, one of whom. "Honk"
On the fast -Varsity
Spitzer, was, as a matter of course, elected captain.
team we had a sort of proxy representation, as two of the "Big Five*' had
long since thrown in their lot with our Geometry class. The baseball season
found such form in evidence that we claimed positions on both the Junior
yard teams.
Among other notable achievements we recall that we "went over the toil''
in the subscription drive for "The Brown and Gold ': that in March we held
an English Specimen before Father Rector and several members of the Faculty, as the first public appearance of our monthly English Academy; that
in one dramatic effort, our little Willie Kluge sustained with ease the "heaviest" part of the cast.
Have Ave not made a splendid record? Have we not fulfilled our promises?
But we point to it not as a challenge or a boast, but as a grateful
tribute to our classmates, to our several teachers, and. most of all, to dear old

A

1

S.

H. C,
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DIVISION A — Just

one short, long year ago we found ourselves gradu-

ates of the grade schools and riding the placid waters of vacation. The days
passed as swiftly as a ray of sunshine and found us, all too soon, entering the
harbor of Sacred Heart College.
Have you ever had the feeling of a lost puppy or a smooth dime?
certainly had that sensation that first morning as we watched the older boys
greeted by the black-robed professors and by chums of previous years. At

We

length, however, we were directed to the Assembly Hall. There Ave heard our
names read out, and learned we were to sail under the command of Fathers
Ryan and Bautsch, on the good ship First High A in all kinds of weather.
At first our sea was rough. The winds blew and the waves rolled high, but
little by little the way grew calm.
We learned immediately that we were the babies of the school, merely
High School Freshmen. We did many things that only such a Freshman
would do, and in doing so furnished certain amusement to our "elders.'' We
made the acquaintance before long of "jug" and "post" and "lines." We
discovered, too, how it feels to stand for the first time, alone and fearful, and

knock at the door of the office of the Vice-President.
Yet there was comfort for us in the thought that great men were once
small and unimportant. Also we thought of First High B, and remembered
that they at least were our equals. On them we turned in Latin, basketball
and baseball battles. We proved that we were worthy opponents, and often
rejoiced in victory.
Under the guidance of President Baca, Vice-President Sailer, Treasurer
Batt and Secretary Sullivan, we developed a most praiseworthy class spirit
launched into the Mission Crusade under Captains
and S. H. 0. loyalty.
Burke and Lane and their energetic assistants. To our credit be it said we
kept the class near the top in mission activities.
have toiled with infant steps a
At length we find the year is over.
little way up the mountain of Knowdedge and Character, and feel it has all
paused for holidays and fun, and yet Ave belieA e Ave put
been Avorth Avhile.
forth many a fruitful effort.
hesitate on the threshold of summer and try to picture that long corridor, with its silence unbroken by the musical buzz of our oral drills and recitations and elocution during a Ar acation "long and incessant."
look
farther still to next September, when Ave trust Ave shall gather again at S. H.
C. some forty strong to begin another happy year under our banner: "For-

We

We

We

T

We

We

ward, March

!"

We

sincerely thank our teachers and prefects for all their patient labors
in our behalf.
bequeath to the High School Freshmen of next year all
the greenness Ave brought with us. May they make rapid progress under the
care of us, the Sophs-to-be.

We
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"FROSIll
B— The

High B found itself in existence one
September, thirty-five strong. Class matters and
studies progressed quickly under the tutorship of Father Murphy.
The first thing of grave importance in our school year was the contest
in Latin with our neighbors, First High A. This hard-fought battle came to
an end with the decision a draw. We rested occasionally from our labors, and
especially remember Wilson Day, De Valera Day, Pershing Day and the memorable Armistice Day. These holidays did not upset the order of classes, for
we returned to work with new vigor.
What proved to be an exciting event was the election of class officers. The
Henry Donahue, President Marvin Gordon, Vice-Presvictorious ones were
ident and Secretary; Donald Wilson, Historian; Paul Horan, Treasurer.
The first quarterlies passed, Christinas holidays came, and all too soon, we
The President of the class, vested in his role
felt, school was again taken up.
of authority, called and presided over a "pep' meeting which was a great sucThings soon took a start in the form of studying for the semester examcess.
inations.
After the smoke of these fires cleared away, we sent a Latin contest challenge, by Secretary Gordon, to First High A.
With a little hard luck we lost by a comparatively small margin. We re-

DIVISION

memorable morning of

class of First

last

;

:

1

joiced in the fact that the contestants showed a creditable knowledge of Latin.
About this time a few of our number got the "flu," but they all returned looking fleshier than ever. Just when all was quiet along Clear Creek our Latin
neighbors came to our room and whispered of a contest to be held in basketball.

The President called a meeting of indignation. Captains and managers
were chosen, and two teams, the Titans and the Imps, were composed. The
Imps had hard luck, while the Titans won. Much praise is due to Manager
Donahue. Later an All-Star team put up a noble, but losing, battle. During
baseball season we put our rivals to the test in several close games.
Being a group with initiative, we edited a class paper called the "Forum."
The editor-in-chief was our teacher. Father Murphy. The staff consisted of
The "Forum" made the Paris
thirty-five skilled writers and cartoonists.
"Matin" look like a "Tram-O-Gram." This paper said on its first copy, "Published every two weeks." "The Brown and Gold had nothing on us, for we,
Through our energetic teachers, Fathers
too, decided to put out an annual.
Bautsch, Davlin and Murphy, the class of First High B progressed nobly on
Mansion
the
of
Success.
towards
road
the
1

'

John Cahill.
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It is an accepted fact that most members of the masculine sex. when
standing on about the twentieth rung of the ladder of life, are decidedly susceptible" to overload the "ego"' side of the scales of mental equilibrium when
some great honor, such as the editing of their College Year Book, is thrust
upon them. We are masculine, governed by the ordinary rules of human
existence, and now stand on about the aforementioned rung of said ladder.
Hence, we allow you to assume that we acted as any normal individual would
under the prevailing circumstances, when you so generously opened the gates
of an alleged Hall of Fame and let us enter therein, by permitting us to edit
the Year Book. But. alas, you told us not of the editorial trials and tribulations that lurk in the corners of every editorial sanctum. Along with piles
and piles of written matter, down have come our opinions of self. Difficulties
have arisen out of smooth running, coming from nowhere. Inexperience has
repeatedly shut the doors of progress. But Ave worked. Yes, Ave use a little
of our almost negligible supply of remaining self-opinion, and repeat that
Ave Avorked.

If success will attend our efforts, we share it with those avIio have done
for us. To the Faculty Ave extend our heartiest appreciation of their
advice and encouragement. To the Faculty Director Ave give our heartfelt
congratulate the Alumni who
o-ratitude for his exertions in our behalf.
are
have helped us and so admirably upheld the traditions of S. H. C.
most grateful to the student bodv for the splendid co-operation by which they
the
scribes
tried to make our work a series of pleasant duties. To the student
staff acknowledges its debt of thankfulness and its appreciation of the efforts
who assisted in the
of Messrs. Bonelli. Haves, Horan, Freiberger and Casey,
Friends, helpers, one and all. we sincerely thank you.
so

much

We

We

Art Department.
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BROWN
S,GOLp
The purpose of a college paper is not to bring out a regularly printed
account of unimportant school happenings; not a brief resume of the week's
or month's activities, either literary, athletic, social or whatever can enter in
to relieve the daily routine of school life. The real aim of a school publication goes further than this, and assumes a more serious nature. It deals with
the present and future. With the present, inasmuch as it does go into the
details of every-day college life and records whatever of interest may have
happened. It encourages the student in his efforts to express his thoughts by
written word, by publishing essays, short stories, poems or other literary attempts. But the aim of the college paper does not stop here. The newspaper
of today is a factor in the education of the grown-ups that must not be overlooked. The ideas of a great percentage of the people are formed and their
principle of action fixed by what they read in the newspapers. What we need
today, therefore, are Catholic writers. Catholic journalists, who, by proper
education, will help towards fashioning those ideas and principles. The practice of writing articles for a college paper accomplishes in a small way what
the school of journalism does on a large scale, for while the real gratification
of producing a literary effort is experienced, the author is at the same time
fulfilling the aim and purpose of his college paper
the turning out of good,
efficient Catholic writers.
The college periodical, "The Brown and Gold," though small and modest
in its beginning, claims for itself the great purpose of all college papers, and
judging from its initial efforts, it is going to succeed. In October. 1919, the
members of Senior High published a mimeograph record of the month's activities, and the interest of all was so manifest that it was decided to branch out
into something larger. It was decided that every month should see a printed
paper of six pages, to be known as "The Brown and Gold." It was to be a
student publication, and the following student staff was chosen: Editor,
Frank A. Stanek; Business Manager, William B. Turner: Athletic Editors,
Arnold S. Bunte and Archie Danos; Social Editor, Henry B. Waldron. These
students have given generously of their time in attending to the details consequent on the issuing of a monthly paper. At the same time others among
students have been called upon to contribute articles, while in each class there
was a secretary appointed who should hand in to the Editor anything worthy
of note, funny or otherwise. In this way the first important step has been
taken towards a larger and more representative college magazine. It is interesting and encouraging to know that "The BroAvn and Gold" is not the first
attempt at a college paper at S. II. C. Back in the 90's "The Highlander"
was the official publication of the College, and, judging from the copies now
kept in the library, it was a paper of tone and literary merit and one in every
respect worthy of the Institution. It is the ambition of "The Brown and
Gold'' not only to equal, but to surpass, its predecessor in size and merit.

—

1

Fkank A. Stanek.

MY PAL AND

I

Just twenty years ago, dear Pal,
bade old Sacred Heart adieu.
But here we loiter once again,
"We'll ancient griefs and joys review,
And speak again of by-gone times
Compare the old days with the new.

We

"Thirty-seven" at the gate
Doth pause, just as in days of yore,
its noisy passengers
Before the old-time corner stoic.

To drop

And

the tree-lined, well-trod
lane
That leads up to the College door.

Look'!

there's

Here's the corridor

— the

That heard our boyish footsteps

The ordered

study-hall

same
ring.

is still.

How oft you would unnoticed bring
A bit of candied sweets or fruit
To lighten toilsome study's sting.
And here's the Chapel — sacred place;
Come kneel we down and say a
!

prayer

For those who knelt beside us then.
Now let us mount the winding stair
And see the place of dreams and rest.
Where from our hearts fell all their
care.
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!

Past Japtown, down the stairs again,
You well remember where we ate.
With boyish power, so long ago.
And meal-time past, we'd congregate
For games within the gym, or seek
The campus, and great fun create.

So light of heart we knew no grief
In vears now o-one. Well, I'll be
'blest

Right here's the ancient reading room,
The old-time refuge place of rest
For harassed students bent with toil

—

(?).

In truth,

Ah where
!

Whence

'tis still

a cozy nest.

do now our f ootsteps lead ?
are the buildings, wide and

tall,

For dorms and law and

all

the rest?

Alas I cannot now recall
That they were of our yesterday.
Yet, Pal, those days were best of
!

Why,

here's the Shrine

And

!

all.

We'll stop a

then these pleasant recollections
sever.

Through

life

we'll

plod with lighter

hearts.

With keener zest and firm endeavor.
oft, Old Man. we'll give the toast.

And

"Old

S. IT. C. Forever!"'

William

I.

Van Dusen.

THE NEW CATHOLIC THEATER MOVEMENT
Though

the modern stage delights the senses, its productions contain
or nothing of real artistic or moral worth. The commercialized theater
which abound in slushy emotionalism. It provides
entertainment indeed, but does not foster in the hearts of the people a desire
for that which is the better part of life. The watchword of the managers is
the "almighty dollar."
They endeavor to attract the public by presenting
immoral jDlays. The liberal patronage given to the theater nowadays seems
to indicate that the managers have hit upon the right key for money-making.
Shall America, like ancient Rome, allow her social life to be hopelessly corrupted by unwholesome forms of amusement ? Such a fate is inevitable unless
some plan is devised to divert the public with good, clean entertainment. The
Catholic Church is the force that will be able to forward such a movement.
little

offers to the public plays

It is hardly possible to reform the present theater. Such an effort would
be vain, and result only in much bitterness and hatred. The most effective
scheme would be to provide sufficient clean entertainment by establishing
theaters under Catholic auspices.
With the co-operation of the Knights of Columbus and similar organizations a theater, under the protecting eye of the Church, could be established.
This theater would afford opportunity for amateur as well as professional
dramatics. Motion pictures also, and from time to time lectures by prominent
Catholic orators, could likewise be on the program. Thus parents and children
would be able to enjoy an evening at the theater without having to partake in
entertainment of a questionable nature.

There is nothing that so awakens the lower passions of youth as a filthy
show. Foul and impure characters, more than anything else, tend to decrease
the moral tone of a school. The plays of today develop such characters. Boys
will go to shows at every opportunity, for youth craves excitement and diversion.
The theater under Catholic auspices would furnish a place where the
students could go and come with untainted consciences. The success of a
college depends, to a great extent, on the moral standard of the student body.
Thus the college would receive untold benefits. In every college there is
sufficient talent to put on a minstrel, a modern play or even a Shakespearian
tragedy.
The Catholic colleges should be the foremost in backing such a

movement.

The theater would be a place where the professional actors and actresses
could play without being asked to take parts Avhich are not up to the Catholic
ideal.
player can act the part of a villain in a Shakespearian tragedy and
learn a lesson; but he cannot act an impure character and come out unsullied.
Therefore, the conscientious Catholic professionals ought to welcome the idea.
This movement would tend to develop dramatists, whose latent talent
would otherwise never be discovered. There is no incentive for Catholics to
write plays for the modern stage. Their attempts would not be acceptable, because it is beneath their dignity to cater to the present demand for morally
objectionable plays.
The benefits to be derived from such an enter] >rise have been pointed out.
So let us look into the feasibility and the mode of managing the theater. A
corporation could be formed and stock sold until sufficient capital was on hand
to start.
The operation of the theater could be put in good Catholic hands.
The supervision of the morality of the place should be left to the clergy. Of
course, there would be strict censorship of moving pictures, and tainted dramas
should be deodorized. The presentation of plays that are uninteresting or
morbid would ruin the project. The plays should be brisk and full of life.
This idea does not concern the large cities alone. The parishes of small

A
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— — —— —
;

towns could work out a plan on

a smaller scale. The building need not be of
The start may be humble, but if the details are handled
an intelligent manner the work will certainly bring very profitable results.
The main problem will be the lack of leadership. The other obstacles can
be easily overcome. The success of the work depends upon the intelligent cooperation and loyal support of Catholics, lay and clerical. Someone has to
have sufficient initiative and courage "to start the ball a-rolling." Talk up the
idea and arouse interest, and you will find many men who have sufficient
energy and time to devote to a cause that will bring inestimable results.

pretentious designs.

m

Joseph X. Patterson.

THROUGH TEARS OF YOUTH
know not why my untaught eyes through boyish tears,
In dread, see visions dark the pangs of future years;
My boyhood's faith makes haste to brave a host of fears
I know not why.

I

—

I

must not ask why

Why

my pained heart shall bleed,
me not the solace I shall need,

friends shall give

Nor why
I

to halls of mis'ry paths of

must not

youth shall lead

ask.

tell why seas of strife shall ne'er abate,
sparks of love shall turn to scorching flames of hate.

I cannot

Why
Why

heartfelt smiles shall twist to scorn
I

cannot

and mock

my

fate

tell.

I shall not fear to tap on Death's great door

When
To

more
upon an unknown shore

of the bitter gall of life I drink no

rest in timeless sleep

I shall not fear.

my guilt, to reach my goal,
my name, carved small, on heaven's honor roll:
Him Who from the depths of hell would stay my soul

I e'er will hope, despite

To
In

find

I e'er will hope.
J.

A. Craven.
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THE COWARD
The din of the battle is terrifying. Screeching shells cut the thick smoke,
then crash to the ground, ripping every object to pieces. Through the shifting
smoke one can, with difficulty, discern lines and lines of dim figures rapidly
advance toward the summit of the hill. Some stumble and fall to rise no
more. Others fall, but manfully struggle to rise again. Some with an arm
missing, others streaming with' blood.
They falter on till their strength
gives way. But to the right a crouching figure with a boyish, terror-stricken
face, reluctantly halts, then falls. He does not rise again. Is he dead?
No Fear has mastered him. Larry Mays has shown the white feather. Later
he is found by stretcher-bearers, and branded as a coward.
Henceforth this young man is shunned and loathed by his companions.
They make remarks about him that bring the blood to his face and sting like a
lash.
Larry was really nothing but a boy. His compaions knew not what
he had left behind him, and how hard he had fought to master his fear. Their
gibes do harm rather than good. His spirit is nearly broken. But a fire of
hope and resistance rages in his breast: "I am not a coward; give me one
more chance and I will redeem myself. " So a voice spoke in his heart.
Night drops its shadowy curtain upon the warring world. The conquering soldiers look down from the heights, toward the enemies' lines at the foot
of the hill. The side of the hill, which has been captured, is a ghastly sight.
Fitful gleams break through the threatening black clouds, and play upon the
breasts of brave men. It seems as if the pale moon wishes to keep fresh in the
minds of the soldiers the fate of their comrades in arms, to remind the
living that this may soon be their own fate. These prone figures piled high
are a monument to a true and rightful cause. Surely their struggles, sufferings, and deaths are not in vain.
!

But

the defeated foe long for revenge.

At

the base of the

right, crawling sneaking figures cling close to the bare hill,,

hill, to

the

and slowly edge

upward toward

the trenches on the crown of the hill. Cautiously at first, then
they move. When they are but a few feet from the trenches, they leap
forward with a wild yell. The attackers are met by the watchful, waiting
faster,

defenders.

Upon

The

forces clash.

the soft, velvety night, flashes of light break forth

from the

belch-

ing guns, giving an unearthly illumination to this desperate fight. Sabers and
swords are thrust forward, and return red. The men are locked in a life-fora-life struggle.
The attacking party advances step by step. Suddenly the
defenders break, and run to the trenches. With a triumphant, savage yell, the
victors dash in pursuit. But they are victors only for the nonce. Without
warning a lone machine-gun resting on a mound, rains death upon them. The
attackers make a brave, gallant attempt, but fail.
Wisely they retreat to

make new

plans.

Repeated trials to capture the trenches fail. One machine gun, manned
by a few dauntless men, checks this mad, sullen company. One supreme and
final attempt is agreed upon.
The gray and worn men advance until they
can plainly see the gun. It is silent. They advance farther. It is silent. The
besieger^ wonder; (hen the reason dawns upon them. Stacked high and wide
tin' defenders sprawl about the gun, dead.
But, no
A man painfully, slowly
rises from this heap of soulless bodies.
He falls, blood streams from every
part of his body. Must he lie there forever? Will he never rise? Ah. he
rises.
With one supreme effort, he drags his bleeding body over his dead companions till he reaches the gun. He sets the gun in action, and just in time,
too.
The enemy makes a despairing rush, but they are swept away, like
dead leaves before a wind
!

!
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Reinforcements have arrived. The sun mounts upon its course across a
clear sky. And what is left of the gallant defenders? They are dead. The
fateful mound is dyed scarlet with their blood. Upon the faces of the dead
is stamped a look that says:
"lis ne passeront pas!" One figure in particular
His fingers clutch the operating-lever
lies closer to the gun than the others.
as when he died. He is the man who stopped that last, death-dealing rush of
the enemy.
is he?
What is his name? He is the man who showed
the "White Feather" the coward Larry Mays. He prayed for a chance to
redeem himself. His prayer was answered. He is a greater hero than his
comrades, for this terror-stricken boy conquered his fears, and the foe as well.

Who

—

—

Vincent Oarein.

TO FOURTH HIGH
Tarry yet a while, Oh Seniors,
E'er your feet have crossed the goal
That the iron of ambition
Has deep-branded on your soul.
!

Though

the years ahead entice you,
Linger here, while yet you may,
For the sweetest flowers are budding,
Yet beside you on the way.

Fancv
That'

you will, the conquests
college life will hold,

if

a

Or the glowing view romantic
That commercial years unfold.
But along

the trail of

In the years that

You

will

And

regret

lie

memory,

ahead,

muse upon the present

how

swift

it

Slowly now, the sands are

sped.
floAving,

Through the measure-glass of time,
With a clear concise precision
Which respects no race nor clime.

They are checking
Which too swiftly

ofF the

fall

moments

behind.

Leaving but loved recollections
In the store-house of your mind.

Maybe
Which

school life seems a prison
obscures ambition's view,

But the dawning of tomorrow
Brings

a

sadder truth to you.

Life has one fair Fount of Youth, Friends,
At the parting of the ways,
Where your spirit quaffs its pleasure:
'Tis the thought of High School days.

Delisle Le Mieux.
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John

P.

Mob

Reverend Aloysius

J.

Miller

Ordained priests by Rt. Reverend J. Henry Tihen, D. D., Bishop of
Denver, on the Thirteenth Day of June. Nineteen Hundred and Twenty
at the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception. Denver. Colorado.

"Thou

art a priest forever."

MEMORIES OF

S.

H. C.

Memory sometimes fails associations often are sad, but the mystic words,
"Sacred Heart College," light the halls of memory with a lovely and glorious
vision. The class rooms, lecture and study halls loom up with associations of
work and of pleasure. Many the golden hours we spent, many the wonderful
secrets we learned.
The world was a glorious place we thought, a field of
romance and adventure, and we longed for the day when our time would
come to leap into its battle. To our youthful minds time ever was tardy. And
often, ere its course was run, a brother student, weary perhaps of labor,
perhaps for a nobler cause, dropped from our ranks and passed into history.
Today all comes back in vision, and I feel the touch of their hands. Faces
gleam in the vision like golden sunshine in shadows. Some bright, happy
and gay, with never a thought for tomorrow. Dream castles they built in those
precious hours and their castles have faded away. Some worked for the day
and the future, and day was added to day till they builded a wonderful castle,
which earthly power can never destroy. A few dreamed of a future more lasting than earth can give. They answered the call of the Master and today are
treading His path, wearing the robes of Loyola and teaching his lessons to
;

youth.

Perhaps Ave are dreamers as we pen these thoughts of the past. And
proud we are to be dreamers and fondly we live over the days that we spent
in our happy youth at the College of the Sacred Heart.
Dreamers visionaries, we men of Sacred Heart ? Precious indeed, those memories, those dreams
of priests and scholars, of saint and savant, of golden hours in those hallowed
halls, of sweetly remembered prayers in the Grotto's silent shade.
What tribute can we lay at your shrine, but a tribute of undying love
and deathless devotion? Words will fade into story, but deeds live on
forever.
Then rally, Classmates, Alumni, to the standard of the Brown and
the Gold. Let us cling to our Alma Mater, let us strive for its honor and
fame. May we hope, may we prav that God mav spare us to see the day, when
Sacred Heart College shall become the Catholic University of the West, boldly
defending God's truths, and fearlessly teaching the golden wisdom of Catholic
thought to the rising youth of America.

—

Peverend John

,

P.

Moban.

SOME BOYS
I

Sure graduation, big heads, small hats, some boys,
Day after: A profession? No grey matter.

June:

No piety.
Business? No money.
Week after: Huh! No job. Yet I got an A. B. Funny.
Month after: Big hat, small head. Got a job as cub
The

kill

'em dead.

collar?

—

—

reporter.

Me! Me! with a big
Second month:
Pay envelope $25.00. Well, I'll be
Holy Mackerel!
Third month: 'Nother job, and so forth.
Fou
Hold on! Anyway, I got a steady job now and two more
degrees
AB-AB-Y ( Some Boys
Such is life.
.

A. B.

—

:

:

)

"Shasty" Cunningham,
Passed by censor,

'10.

my

wife.

AN ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
"It pays to advertise,'' is undoubtedly true, if the advertised article has
merit behind it. Two or three hundred present S. H. C. students can, t>i
course, spread the fame of their college to a certain extent, but how much
more efficacious is the voice of many times that number of former students
scattered throughout the country joining in one common purpose to help
their Alma Mater.

—

Without fear of contradiction, I state that the academic course of Sacred
Heart College is equal to the best in the country, and the efficiency and ability
of its faculty can be approached only by those other institutions of learning,
which are likewise the results of Jesuit endeavor.
The future of Sacred Heart College, if it is to advance as the merits of its
curriculum and efficiency of its faculty justify, and if it is to attain that leading position in the West which Harvard, Georgetown, and one or two other
institutions have throughout the country, rests with the Alumni.
If all, or any considerable number, of the graduates and former students
of old S. H. C. would band themselves together in one common purpose loyally to assist in whatever way possible their Alma Mater, a few short years
would see several more buildings now long planned scattered here and
there on the spacious campus, a student body of two or three time its present
size, and the Harvard or Georgetown of the West at the end of the Rocky
Mountain Lake car-line.
The coming of the war temporarily checked the nucleus of that Association of which I am speaking. With peace and prosperity with us, it is time
to start again.
To the graduate and former student who may read this arti:

—

—

as well as to the present student, may I say that this Association cannot
be a success, that the College cannot attain that enviable position which is
rightfully hers, unless you personally assist.
cle,

For whatever you may hereafter

acquire,

you may rightfully give thanks

to old S. H. C.
Make your success be her success. Be not guilty of ingratitude. Remember well the Biblical story of the ten who were cleansed of leprosy.
Will you be the one who returned to give thanks or among the nine
who failed to return ?

John
President

8.

H.

C.

P. Akolt.
Alumni Association.

YOUR ALUMNI AND MINE
You

enjoy meeting old pals, don't you? The first man of his acquaintance
the writer ran across in France was an old S. H. C. pal. Many the pleasant
hour we put in over "win blanc," reciting instances of those good, old days
when we both attended S. H. C. Then we vowed, that, when we returned to
the U. S. A., our best endeavors would be used in bringing together all the old
S. H. C. men for the good of our Alma Mater.
Does it not hurt your pride to. feel that other institutions have live alumni
associations, and we have not?
It does mine.
No school is more worthy
than Sacred Heart College. I hope the day is not far distant when we shall
have the right kind of an organization. We must make it a go. We owe it
to the College and to ourselves to take the proper interest in promoting the
welfare of the institution that did so much to fit us for our battle in life.
Get behind this movement, Fellows. Be a real member of a live organization.
Can we count on you ?

Leo H. Connell.
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whose history we now recon 1.
Mique, better known as 'Sheep,' was bori in () ^ •del Utah, ind emigrated
to the United States. Deer brail w is M ique' 3 f l-sl -(a tionary home. During
his internment at the College he nea rly a way sle d h is c asses and once beat us
He gradua ed with high
out of the Conduct Medal »v a Hi 1TOW ma •gj i.
honors, forgot them, and worked liK e the mis. hi. f. Today he >oks about the
same, is married, and lives h< ippily ver a fter.
Now we come to Robert Tobin Hall. He was an elocutionist and his pet
recitation was "Micawber's How.** After his "Exeunt omnes" lie worked for
Swift & Company. During the war Bob drew one of the winning numbers
in the raffle, which entitled him to a free trip to France.
He was shot in the
barracks at Vin Blanc and invalided home. Later he embarked in the sheep
business.
If you stroll along the boulevards of Gardner. Colorado, you can
see him plodding toward the ranch in the ravs of the setting sun.
Well! Well! Here's Leo Patrick Floyd. Before he was at S. H. C. he
At that time Lee was wearing
pitched for the famous St. Patrick's team.
A little later Lee joined us. His
a man-sized hat and was as serious as today.
hobby was English history and anything English. He also was fond of his
granduncle's pipe. If Bee is healthy today, after eleven years of hard work,
Like the rest of the Floyds,
it is because no germ could ever get past that pipe.
he starred on the diamond. Today Lee is Secretary of the Hibernia Bank and
is doing well.
He. too. is happily married and is coaching a shortstop for the
1980 team.
Horace Greeley said "Go West, young man." so Vincent Leo Jones left St,
Louis. Vince had all the earmarks of a college man from the rah! rah! hat to
llis bent was chemistry.
the briar pipe and peg-top trousers,
He always
maintained that Iv.Mn..O N was better for snake bites than whiskey, but said
he preferred whiskey. Because he left us eleven years ago we are not on terms
of intimacy. We understand he is a prominent physician and surgeon in his
home town.
Let us doff cap and bells and pay a brief tribute to one not in our midst.
Chicago gave us Raymond Edmund Mole-, whom because of his genteel manners w e called the "Duke." He was good, he was kind and he was true, and
perhaps because he was all these, the Lord sent for him. Had he lived he would
have donned the garb of the Shepherd of souls. We cannot describe him to you
Let us leave his picture as it is. lest perchance we might detract
in words.
'

,

1

<

r

from the holiness of

his life.

We shall only say a few words about our past spent within the walls of
our good old Alma Mater. We were one of the best behaved individuals in the
whole works and
J. F. Lu EDERS
.

(Note:

raphy of Mr.
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Because of our limited space we omit
J.

F.

Lueders.—Editor.)

fifteen

pages of the biog-

LIFE— AS PICTURED BY THE STUDENT—
AND AS IT IS
After one leaves college, the years steal past like shadows in the night,
flowing swiftly into one another, coalescing quickly to form the past. How

Perhaps

it

is

again as he saw

it

at Seventeen.

rapidly they follow one another!
the veil and look

upon

life

impossible for anyone to

lift

I remember that Cunningham and T (Cunningham was my "pal" and
roommate in old Chinatown) viewed life as an interesting kaleidoscope, in
which Latin and tennis, fighting and dancing, girls, algebra, poetry, religion,
science. Father Garde, broken rules, hours on "post" and the struggle for class
honors were mingled in utter and complete confusion.

We

pictured the future somewhat gravely, but always as a continuation

of the present

— as the repository

out of which would flow

realization of old hopes, honors, wealth

repository indeed in which

all

these things

fruit of relentless, steadfast digging.
to

work

for them.

And

and

success.

may

We

new

pleasures, the

have found Life a

be found, but only as the

Nuggets don't grow on

trees; one has

the same holds true for all worth-while things of

life.

has focused our kaleidoscope, has taken hold of boyhood's jumble
of ideas, has knocked them into order and put them in proper place.

Real

life

Latin is a memory, but useful in the choice of language. Tennis is forFighting is now but the natural law and course of life. Dancing is
undertaken as a social duty. "Girls" has become singular for life.

gotten.

—

Algebra has won you

a case in the

Supreme Court (on

a

question grow-

ing out of a sheep contract!) and your respect for that branch of study has
risen enormously.

Poetry

is

sadly lacking, but serves for recreation. Religion

now fully realized as the only rule and
and only consolation of adversity. Life itself is the important
Father Garde is no longer the disciplinarian, but has become the
science.
tried and trusted friend and confidant. One takes broken rules more seriously
now. Hours on "post" have given you your best Latin and Greek quotations
and your clearest memories of English poetry. Without those hours on "post"
what would you do for apt quotation and happy turn of thought? Class
Honors turn out to have a totally unexpected value in dollars and cents, and
in their training for the struggle for honors in life, and the ethics of that
remains, stronger, more important,

guide of

life

struggle.

Yet

it

would be

topsy-turvy.

a mistake to say that real life has turned boyhood's ideas

It is well not to take life's problems too seriously.

It is

wrong

enthusiasm and ideals of youth. Experience of
But the
life teaches that the ideal may be approached, not ever attained.
sang-froid and phlegm assumed by those who forget their boyhood, marks the
to lose all of the imagination,

death of inspiration and, too often, of religion and poetry.

John

J.

Kenxey.

r -^8
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THE COLLEGE GLEE CLUB
The College Glee Club, founded

several years ago, is a branch of the
Society, and its purpose is to foster the education of those who
seem to have been gifted with a singing voice. As the cultivation of the vocal
art is so necessary in these pleasure-loving days, and since nothing is so common as a song, and nothing so beautiful as a song sung well, this phase of
social activity has received special attention and has perhaps never been in a
more flourishing state than at the present time. Because the requirements
for admission to this exclusive club are so stringent, the membership is restricted to a comparatively small group of talented students, who are both
the pride and the envy of the whole student body.
During the past }^ear the Glee Club, under the able direction of Father
Dimichino, has made great strides toward the goal of perfection, and its popularity is such that at every one of its numerous appearances the audiences
have called for many encores. The whole student body takes pride, as indeed
it should, in the success attained by this organization, and extends congratulations to those who have, by their labors, made it prosper.
To silence a crowd of college boys at any time is ever a difficult feat.
To silence that same crowd when fathers and mothers and friends and sweethearts are present is a modern miracle. Greater than all this, worthy of ranking with the Seven Wonders of the World, is that same silence gained on the
occasion of a celebration, an elocution contest, or a Commencement Day.
through the efforts of our excellent College Orchestra. Time and time again
the S.,H. C. Orchestra has gained such a triumph. Therein lies their commendation and reward for services rendered.
St. Cecilia
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— we

had it. When the loyal S. H. C. rooters paused for
the roof of the basketball court to settle back into
place, there was usually a tumbling, a thundering and a bang that drew all
eyes to the Jazz Orchestra. They jazzed well. May their tribe increase.
The soft strains of sacred music that floated from the lips of the Cecilian
Choristers during the past year, inspired and edified the students of S. H. C.
The devotion and correctness with which the hymns and Masses were sung
aided the devout in petitioning God for His countless blessings.
On December 8th, 1920, the choir rendered a beautiful two-voiced Mass
in honor of our Blessed Mother. The double quartet choir also sang at Holy
Week services very capably.
Father Carroll and Messrs. Niznik, Coffin and Merritt, with their baritone
voices, formed the nucleus of the lower voices.
The pure, sweet sopranos of
Wait, Cuno and Gauff that swelled out. into beautiful wavelets of touching
music, suggested a celestial choir.
The success of the choir is to a great extent attributable to the unselfish
efforts of Father Dimichino. He ardently and patiently instructed the pupils
in the art of singing:.
Jazz, jazz, jazz

a

moment and allowed
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SODALITY AND THE MISSION SECTION
The Sodality of the Blessed Virgin has been one of the best mediums of
spreading a spirit of fraternal contentment, and its ways and means of cultivating a venerable respect for the doctrines of Christianity have played a most
important part in the daily life of the student. The society for many years
has been the largest at S. H. C. Under the able direction of Father Hyde the
society has enjoyed a year of unusual prosperity. The brilliancy of the banquet on the feast of the Immaculate Conception surpassed that of former
years.

The

officers

who were

earnest in their work.

elected at the beginning of the year were very

Finn, Prefect, assisted by J. Burns, F. Bischofberger, J. Grace, P. Finnerty and D. Lombardi, were the students who gained
the coveted

offices.

The

J.

officers

who succeeded them

middle of the year
They were:
Burns, L. Doyle, G. Kelly
in the

served with the same whole-heartedness as did the above-named.

F. Bisehofberger, Prefect, assisted by J. Finn, J.
and B. FitzSimons.
In October another society sprang into existence as a branch of the
Blessed Virgin's Sodality. It was the Mission Section and its object was to
help in the propagation of home and foreign missions. Father Hyde was
ably seconded by the officers and by the unselfishness and co-operation of the

student body.

The

officers

were: J. Grace, President; F. Bisehofberger, Vice-

President; D. LeMieux, Secretary; C. Vega, Treasurer.
record

we can expect more astonishing

From

this year's

results in the future.

LEAGUE OF THE SACRED HEART
Along with the Sodality of the Blessed Virgin this League ranks high,
both as to enrollment and to the good derived from being a member thereof.
Nearly every student of the College is a member. Its main aim is to promote
greater veneration of the Sacred Heart. It is in this Society that all of the
with the Apostleship of Prayer are offered. Father
Moderator of this organization, and he worked for the interest
cause in a manner edifying and exemplary to all of his associates.

benefits of association

Hyde
of

its

is

The

also

officers

of the

first

election were:

F. Bisehofberger, President, as-

by B. FitzSimons, C. Mangan, W. Powers, J. Mullins and J. Healy.
The officer's for the second term were F. Bisehofberger, who was re-elected
President, assisted by W. McCarthy, B. FitzSimons, C. O'Donnell, E. Woeber
and J. Healy. These officers performed very diligently, and much of the good
accomplished by the Society has been caused by their diligent labors.
C. Vega.
sisted

:

JOHN BERCHMANS' SANCTUARY SOCIETY

ST.

In its efforts to add dignity and solemnity to the Church's celebration of
the greatest feasts, the Saint John Berchmans' Sanctuary Society was eminently successful. Its members seemed to realize the dignity of their office and
the great privilege that was theirs in assisting in the Sanctuary.
The Society displayed an added vigor this year in its frequent meetings.
At these gatherings Father Palacio's instructions were highly interesting and
were accepted with the quiet enthusiasm most apt to bear fruits in the line
of greater adherence to the rubrics of the Church. On the Feast of the Immaculate Conception and during Holy Week the servers conducted themselves in so fitting a manner that they evoked great praise.
goodly crowd of aspirants were trained and admitted to membership in
The president of the Society. Jack Healy, proved thoroughly
the Society.
capable of fulfilling the rather laborious duties pertaining to his office. Toward
the close of the year a memorable banquet was held. The addresses of Eeverend Father Rector and the Director of the Society were most entertaining
and formed a suitable climax to the elaborate menu.

A
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DEBATJNjJ

THE LOYOLA DEBATING SOCIETY
A

season of excellent debating was the experience of the many members of the
Throughout the school term
Loyola Debating Society during the past ten months.
this organization maintained the highest standard of consistent effort.
At the outset of the year it was unanimously decided to hold a weekly debate instead
Such action proved highly satisfactory to all
of giving every other week to elocution.
concerned and anticipation was ever rife.
The following officers were elected at the initial meeting of the society: J. Grace,
President; J. Finn, Vice-President; H. Patterson, Secretary; and J. Weber, Sergeant-atarms. In the second election in March all of the above named were re-elected, with the exception of J. Finn, who was replaced by L. Doyle as Vice-President. These officers served
the L. D. S. with untiring energy and well deserved the splendid co-opei'ation rendered them
by the members of the society.
Spirited debates were the means by which the always-evident close attention of the
The speakers at all time's manifested high respect for others'
listeners was held.
rights.
It is with fond recollection of fraternal unity and friendly competition that the
members will ever remember the delightful hours spent in the meetings of this year.
Due to the efforts of the members on the Committee, the questions for debate concerned the most suitable and interesting issues of the day. The Committee of Debates
were: "VV. Powers, L. Page, P. Finnerty, D. Le Mieux, M. Johnson, M. Maginnis, J. Finn
and J. Craven.
The public debate, held in February, proved to be the most interesting event of the
The question, "Resolved, that Immigration be restricted by the
year in the society.
Literacy Test," was thoroughly thrashed out. A well-fought victory went to the negative
side:
Messrs. Kelly, Le Mieux, and Niznik. The affirmative was upheld by Messrs. M.
Johnson, Bonelli, and Craven.
To Father Fitzgerald much praise is due for the numerous successes which he made
possible by his masterful manner in fostering a spirit of individual activity. The fruit
'of his impartial interest was a manifest earnestness of enthusiasm and effort.

ACADEMIC LITERARY DEBATING SOCIETY
Unusually splendid achievement has marked the activities of this younger society
It has done much in giving its one hundred and twenty-five members a new
hold on some of the great questions of the present day and has united them mora
thoroughly.
During the first semester the officers were: W. Van Dusen, President; B. FitzSimons,
Vice-President; Roland Campion, Secretary. Those who served during the latter session
F. Van^e, President; A. Douds, Vice-President; and W. Doran, Secof the society were:
Their very efficient fulfillment of office went a long ways to add a new
retary.
page of honor to the history of the society.
The speakers in the semi-public debate of the year did themselves proud, and their
treatment of the question, "Resolved, that the railroads should be owned and operated
by the Government," merited much attention from the student body. The negative won.
upheld by Messrs. Doran, Van Dusen, and Schilling. Messrs. McGuire, Doran, and Barry
fought hard on the affirmative side.
Father Quinn, who acted as Moderator, was greatly responsible for the prevalent
enthusiasm and the bringing out of promising talent. Let us hope that the society will
continue its triumphant march to excellency.

this year.

W. Doran.
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l)mra£vlit\v.
The Feast of the Immaculate Conception especially brought to S. H. C.
the spirit of the stage-world. The first histrionic effort was a stirring playlet
entitled "The Bishop's Crucifix." The scene of the play is laid in a cottage
near Paris. The principals of the play are a bishop and a convict. The latter,
in the stillness of the night, driven desperate by hunger, breaks into a bishop's
cottage and is discovered by Pierre, a servant. The convict, after taking his
fill at the kindness of the bishop, and having been assigned to a room for the
night, steals the only gift left the bishop by his mother a beautiful crucifix.
The criminal leaves the cottage, to set out once more on the roads of sin.
Before he has gone far he is apprehended by the French gendarmes and
brought back to the bishop. The kind prelate forgives him and presents him
with the treasured crucifix. The criminal is then aroused by the kind words
and blessing of the bishop. The story ends as the reformed convict leaves in
peace to lead an upright life. Dramatis personae: The Bishop, J. Craven;
Pierre (his servant), C. Freiberger; the Convict, FI. Patterson; Sergeant of
Gendarmerie, L. McGrath; Gendarme. J. Healy. The excellent talent of the
actors was worthy of the generous applause of the large audience.
The second exhibition of the evening was the session of the "Ethiopian
Debating Society.'' The extremely comical debate centered around the question: "Resolved, That stealin' chicken ain't no crime.'
The disputation was
so heated that the President was forced to hammer the table almost to a pulp.
Razors and knives were some of the means of argument. Seeing the futility
of verbal discussion, the austere President declared the meeting adjourned,
and advised the members to settle the dispute in the alley. The burnt-cork
actors kept the audience in one long laugh.
The following were the funmakers Mr. Snowball White, President, W. Doran Mr. Ruf us Rastus Johnsing, Affirming, W. Van Dusen
Mr. Nebuchadonezer Jones, Affirming, E.
Vance; Mr. Hezekiah Guitar. Denying, Perry Wait; Mr. Ephram Pullendown. Denying, W. Gauff.
The final production was a comedy captioned u Box and Cox."
landlady rents a room to two different tenants. One of them used the room for
the clay and the other at night. For some time, they failed to find out the
existence of one another. The inevitable happened, and a quarrel followed.
In steps the money-mad landlady and confesses her love for the almighty
dollar. The victims of her greed become warm friends and agree to share the
room together.
A. Bunte and J. McCullough cleverly portrayed the tenants. W. Kluge
gained hearty admiration by his impersonation of the landlady.
Cast of
characters: Mr. Box, a tailor, A. Bunte; Mr. Cox, a hatter, J. McCullough;

—

1

;

:

;

A

Mrs. Bouncer, W. Kluge.
Congratulations are extended the performers and also to their directors.
Fathers G. Ellard, Mc Andrews and Murphy.
T. Dodge.
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ElfiCUTION

CONTEST
The Annual Elocution Contest held in the College auditorium on Sunday,
9th, was expected by all to materialize into the greatest event of the
scholastic year. It admirably lived up to, and perhaps surpassed, all expec-

May

tations.

On

not

many

those that went to
literally packed.

up

a

occasions has such a brilliant array of performances as

make up

the program delighted an audience. The hall was
Mothers, fathers, friends and other interested auditors made

most enthusiastic audience.

of the many speakers were very evident, The selfcomposure and technique of their renditions stamped them as one of the best

The accomplishments

bodies of contestants that has ever graced such an affair.

The Glee Club's

singing of "Hail to S. H. C." and "Sleep Time, Mah Honey, fascinated the
overflowing audience. Eepeatedly the house called for encores. The rest of
1

'

program partook of the same excellency as the efforts of the Glee Club.
Competition for the Nichols and Connor gold medals was very lively, and the
merits of the Juniors were no less commendable than those of the Seniors.
The decision of the judges proved very acceptable to the audience.
the
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VARS XX
I

Jjmmie Grace,
Mil.

W.

Football, Captain a n d
half-back
Basketball, Captain am
Guard; Captain-elect;
Baseball, Short Stop.

V. Doyle, S.J.,

Director of Athletics.

Hake is Patterson,

Johx Weber,

Football, Tackle;
Basketball, Center;
Baseball,
Captain
Pitcher.

Football, Full Back:
Captain-elect;
Baseball, Center Field.

l\y-

i.i

am Van Dusen,

Foatball, Tackle;
Soccer, Captain and
Hack.

F. BlSCHOFBERGER,

Half

Football, Center;
Basketball, Guard.

;

VARfi

I

T„X

George Coffin,

John Burns,
Football, End.

Mukt Cdllinan,
Football,

Em

Godfrey Doyle,
Football, End.
Basketball, Forward;
Baseball, First Base.

-'*'.;-;._

Football, Center;
Basketball, 2nds, Guai

Tom

Dodge,
Basketball, Cente

Leo Doyle,
Football, Quarter;
Basketball, Forward
Baseball, Right Field

f

VARfi T\
I

J

Gerald Kelly,
Football, Quarter.

A.

KUNITOMO,

Carl Kopp,
Baseball, Pitcher.

Dee Le Mieux,

Baseball, Third Base.

Tommy

Lombardi,

Football, Half Back;
Basketball, Forward;
Has,. hall. Left Field.

w

Football, Half Back
Baseball, Pitcher.

John Lombardi,
Baseball. 2nd Base.

VARB XX
I

Marshall Maginnis,
Basketball, Forward;
Baseball, Catcher.

Ray Maekon,
Football, Half Back.
Baseball, 2nd Base.

Joe Patterson,
Baseball, Catcher.
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Charles Mangan,
Football,

Guan

Lester McGeath,
Football, Guard.

Marty Shearer,
Football, Guard.
Basketball, Guard.

HONG-

HE/\UT

S

Pi

fr-

iif
a
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"Fight 'em, College

!

FOOTBALL?
Fight 'em!

!"

That familiar old war-cry at the first football game started one of the
busiest seasons S. H. C. has ever had in athletics. Pep and ginger were manifested right from the start both by the rooters and the moleskin warriors.
(rood material and an abundance of fight pleased the heart of every royal
S. II. C. booster.
With the energetic and competent Father Doyle there to
Jimmie Grace, an old S. IT. C. and
direct the huskies, things prospered.
Santa Clara player, was elected Captain and made a splendid pilot.
Though in two early practice games the team drew the small end of the
score, yet progress was apparent.
Neither c irt. not rain, nor mud stopped
From the sweat ami di t emerged a team that
practice for a single day.
looked like a winner. Such it proved to be 01 Octolx r 8th, by defeating Fort
Logan by a score 7-6 and the following Sat inlay y taking South Denver
H. S. into camp by a score 22-0.
The College played two University Freshmen teams, the first being Mines
Freshmen, who won 24-0. This Freshmen team was strong, being ranked
Much outweighed, the
equal to the Mines Varsity in the daily sport pages.
1

Later they tackled Colorado University
a furious battle.
Freshmen. Due to the intense cold and snow the game was much slowed up
by fumbling. C. U. Freshmen won 18-6, the only score by the College being
made by a long pass over the line from Grace to L. Doyle.
The game that retrieved all former defeats was the sensational victory
over the Colorado Springs Terrors. The Terrors had not been beaten for five
years and vaunted the fact in football news prior to the disastrous November
15th, when they were vanquished by S. H. C. At this game the crowd was a
The players were so collectively stellar and the playing so
record-breaker.
spectacular that it would be unjust to mention stars without naming all on
the team. The only touch-down came five minutes after the kick-off and was a
result of a fierce line-plunging and dazzling end-circling plays interspersed
The score was made by a tacklewith some successful over-head attack.
through-tackle play, and the goal was kicked by Grace. The crowd became
hoarse with excitement and delight. It was the best brand of football seen on
The ball then see-sawed up and down the
the College gridiron in years.
field for the remainder of the half. In the second half the Terrors opened up
a desperate aerial attack, but the College broke up pass after pass and safely
defended its goal. The game thus ended with a triumph for S. IT. C. 7-0.
The 0-3 victory registered against North Denver High in a smashing,
hard-fought game, terminated a successful season. Shortly afterwards at a
meeting called by Father Doyle, monograms were given to the eighteen players who had upheld the honor of S. H. C. on the gridiron.
Before the election of captain for the following year occurred. Captain Grace took occasion,
in the name of the team, to thank Father Doyle for his able direction in making the season a success. John Weber, Captain-elect, then addressed a few
words on the bright prospects of the 19-20 team.
College put up
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fast squad of basketball players was selected to represent S. H. C. in
the hoop game. Father Doyle took the squad in hand, and whipped them into
shape. Jimmie Grace, the oldest letter man on the team, was elected Captain
and by his steady fighting spirit gained the admiration of all. He played
running guard and was not only able to keep his man down to a feAv points,
but also drop in baskets consistently. G. Doyle and D. Lombard!, both fast
men and fighters, played forwards and excelled in team work. H. Patterson
held down center in steady form, using his height to advantage on the tipoff and in shooting. Shearer, as the remaining guard, proved such a trusty
sentinel that but few opponents were able to score on him. The College had
fast men in Bisehofberger, Maginnis and Dodge, ready to go in at any time
and carry on the attack.
S. H. C. entered the Rocky Mountain League against the fastest aggregations of basketball players that League has ever collected. The College
starred against the Citv Champions in a thrilling i!(>-'Jl game. In the league
the College finished third. The City High Schools were all defeated at the
hands of the fast S. H. C. squad. North Denver High, the City Champions,
were beaten in a hard-fought game, 17-11.
The College journeyed to Colorado Springs to play the Terrors, the State
High School Champions. The Terrors, eager to wipe out their defeat in football, put up an excellent specimen of basketball.
Handicapped by the loss of
Captain Grace, who had suffered a badly sprained wrist, S. H. C. put up a
desperate fighting game only to lose by a score of 31-10.
The game that drew the greatest interest of the season was the S. H. C.Wyoming University contest. Wyoming U. had the fastest team in years,
having lost but one game. In one of the best games ever seen in the Sacred

Heart gym,

Wyoming

won, 32-15.

The second team entered the Mile High League and made a good showing
by finishing second. The deciding game was lost by but three points. For
and a never-say-die-spirit they could not be surpassed. It is safe to say
that this year's experience and seasoning places them on a par with the City
High School teams.
The second string line-up was: L. Doyle, Captain, and Jack Healy, forwards; Mangan, Center: Coffin and Mitchell, guards; with Quinlan and Mulfight

lins substituting.

VARSITY GAMES:
Opposing Team

Their
Score

Cottrell

40
11

.

North Denver High.
D. A. C. Seniors

.

.11

H.
Scor

S.

11
17
29
21

East Denver High
South Denver High.
Schwartz

24
24
59

23
20

Recuperation Camp.
South Denver High.

14
10
25

39
29
14

15

32

.

2

.

Schwartz
West Denver High
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Opposing
St.

Team—

Manual
R. S.

A

Recuperation Camp..
Norton-Buicks
Louisville
Cottrell
Stall and

Dean

University of Wyo.

.

.

.

Wheatridge

H. C.
Score

S.

23
30
10

25
36
20

28
47

31

2

26
37
32

39
21
21
15

31
40

10
23

Louisville

Terrors
.

Their
Score

Patricks

2
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"Batter up!"
That time-worn, yet ever thrilling, phrase of the "umps" is one of tha
most welcome of the year to the many college enthusiasts. Many times have the
university, college, and semi-pro teams of Colorado and adjoining states
bowed before the onslaughts of teams which have flown the Brown and Gold
in the past.
This year's nine is one that has coped successfully with the fast
teams of the other colleges of the state.
Baseball practice started with an unusually large number of aspirants
for berths on the team. Seldom, if ever, had the outlook been brighter than
that which greeted Father Doyle, when he sounded the call for candidates.
Thirty-seven experienced tryouts were gradually cut down to eighteen before
the first game. Only one position on the whole team was practically cinched
before the final selection was made:
Jimmie Grace, the old reliable at
shortstop, was the man who did not need to over-worry to make the team.
The infield at first furnished the coach with a little worry, but finally,
after a bit of shifting, he put an infield on the green which was truly there
with the old fight and might}' wallop of the horse-hide. The veteran John
Weber formed the nucleus of the new outfield. He displayed the same brand
of consistency that kept his name on the sport pages during the football season.
Anthony Kunitomo was the speedy guardian of the far corner. He's
fast and there with a wicked pegging arm. Godfrey Doyle was entrusted with
the care of the initial sack.
He did duty well, and garnered his share of
bingles from opposing pitchers. Harris Patterson, the captain of this year's
team, justified the expectations of the students by going through the season
with an enviable record. Koop was the surprise of the season. With a world of
speed and good judgment he hung up a banner record. Le Mieux, the heady
twirler, proved to be one of the best bets on the pitching staff. Johnnie Lombardi was the same old aggressive veteran and was especially stellar in hitting.
The junior member of the Lombardi duo, Tommie, cut many a runner
down at the plate from left field and his hitting was above par. "Pop" Doyle
showed that small men can make big records and performed well in both
fielding and hitting. He was also manager of the team and showed that he's
there with an abundance of managerial ability.
Trusty Joe Patterson and
"Marsh" Maginnis proved to be an unsurpassable pair of receivers behind the
bat. Ray Marron, the flashy infielder, was a great factor in the success of the

team.

One of the sweetest victories of the early part of the season was the drubbing administered to Colorado College in Colorado Springs on Washburn
field.
Numerous other old-time baseball enemies fell before the speedy stars
of this year's team. Here's hoping that with many of this year's players back
next year we will lie able to do as well as Ave have performed this season.
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SOCCER
"Center it!"

After some years of inactivity in soccer, the sport was re-organized again
under the guidance of Father Carroll, a master of the game who learned it at
first sources in Ireland.

Due

to his indefatigable zeal, the

game

at once took

In his "dress-parades," as he was wont to call the skirmishes, most eveiy boy in the senior division appeared at one time or another.
hold of the school.

It

was not

until late in

February that the players got down

to

work

in

earnest and from then on, until the end of the season, thirty candidates were

The College soccer team entered the
Rocky Mountain Soccer League and had high hopes of carrying off first honors, for the material was even better than in former years. Van Dusen was
The big game of
elected Captain and was a shining star in the back-field.
the season was against the strong Gordon Soccer eleven, hut unfortunately
after an hour and a half lively battle, S. H. C. was defeated, two goals to nil.

out every night for the work-outs.

Unusually heavy snow-storms that visited us every week-end required that
most of the league games be abandoned. But the game is again established
on a firm basis at S. H. C. and in years to come great things are expected of
the soccer enthusiasts. The chief advantage of the game this year was the
fact that

it

kept the huskies,

who

did not play basket-ball,

in

trim during the

winter months.

TENNIS
Tennis, always a popular game in the College athletic activities, received
an additional boost when Father Murphy took charge of it this year. At the
first meeting called, an enthusiastic crowd was present and some urgent regulations were passed concerning the use of the courts. A large number of new
members were enrolled in the Tennis Association. Due to the ardent interest
in the racquet game, the courts were steadily patronized. Under the stimulus
of favorable weather and the fair sex as spectators, many brilliant matches
were staged.

spring meeting Harry McGuire, winner of the College
autumn, was elected President and Manager; Joseph Patterson, Treasurer; A. Bunte, E. Morton and J. Murphy, Committee on Games.
A satisfactory inter-collegiate series of singles and doubles was arranged and

At the
Tournament

first

last

successfully completed.

The Junior

From

a

games and carried aAvay high honors.
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were at no time idle.
good team for outside

courts, in their usual splendid condition,

large field of competitors they selected

a

JUNIOR FOOTBALL
Practically all of the letter men of last year's football squad either had not
returned to school or had gone to seek new glory in the Senior Yard. The new
material was extremely light.
But by hard and conscientious work-outs
Father Davlin produced a team that would compare favorably with any former Junior team.

The Juniors' first appearance was against West Denver Seconds. The
Juniors started well, advancing two or three times to within easy reach of the
goal only to lose the ball in a fumble. In the second quarter they worked the
ball down the field to within three yards of the goal, only to be robbed of a
touchdown by the whistle for the end of the first half. In the second half the
Juniors fought stubbornly but could not consistently advance the ball as they
did in the first half and West pushed a score across S. H. C. line in the last
few minutes of the game on a recovered fumble, winning 6-0.
The next opponents were Aaron Gove, against whom Father Davlin used
his second string men for a great part of the game. The Juniors easily came
off the "victors'' by a score of 44-0. North Seconds were the next to be downed
and although the Juniors won by a score of '20-0. the game was fast and hard-

fought throughout and served to bring out the true ability of the plucky team.

Then came the much-heralded team of Sacred Heart High and some preNotwithstanding the High School's great
a drubbing for the Juniors.
advantage in weight the Juniors came out with the long end of a lo-<> score.
The following W eek S. H. High again visited the S. H. C. campus with a
new and heavier line-up but suffered defeat by a score 26-0.
dicted

This game wound up the season and their fine record has served to hold
(he Junior athletics upon that enviable level which it has so long maintained in the line of sports.

Don Ann Dunn.

JUNIOR BASKETBALL
With

several stars of last year's Clover Club anxiously awaiting the tryman and some good first-year candidates, it looked as though
The
the Juniors would turn out a winning team, which in reality they did.
squad was light, but Father Davlin solved the difficulty by combining speed
and accuracy with endurance. Spitzer piloted the team with eminent success,
out, one letter

success.

In the first Mile High League game the Juniors played the Varsity Seconds before a large crowd of college students rooting for their respective
teams.

The Juniors got away
the end of the first half.
half and won 31-23.

and were leading by a big margin at
But the experienced Seniors rallied in the second

to a nice start

The Varsity Seconds were played for a second time and the Juniors again
lost 17-15.
It was not until the last five minutes of play that the Juniors,
showed their old time speed, when they nearly overcame a twelve point lead.
The fastest and most interesting game of the season was played against
St. Patrick's team, champions of the league, to whom the Juniors had once
lost, 33-10.
In this game the Juniors displayed rare form and speed, defeating St. Patrick's 21-22.
At the close of the second half the score stood
22-22. so an extra five minutes of play were necessary to determine the
winner.

Some independent teams were played, among whom were Wheatridge,
Sacred Heart High, Essex and North Denver Freshmen. The best game
of these was with Sacred Heart High, on the hitter's floor, the Juniors beating
them 22-18 in the cleanest game of the season. In the majority of the other
games the Juniors came out victors.
Captain Spitzer, McCullough and Farley played guards; Diltz and Johnson, center: Haas, Burns, Wachter and Wilson, forwards.
Archie
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JUNIOR BASEBALL
the arrival of baseball a large number of try-outs reported and from
team was picked which excelled our expectations. Many of Junior
football prestige were chosen for the nine, and also some from last year's
Clover Club team. Father Davlin took charge of their training and obtained
a large number of games with the other Junior teams about the city and the
second teams of the High Schools. Their old rivals, Sacred Heart High and
Cathedral, were clashed with, and living up to custom, the Juniors defended
the honor of their Yard by winning the greater percentage of their games.

With

these a

This was made possible by having such twirlers on the mound as Robe.
Haas and Friend, and Spitzer to do the catching. For support in the infield
they had McCullough on first, Farley on second, Wilson on short, and
Wachter on third: "Vince" Carlin, McCaddon and Green, took care of all that
came to the outer garden. Kenney was used as general utility and did

some

fine

work.

CLOVER CLUB
The Clover (Tub produced some basketball talent this year that fills the
hopes of the next few years with promise. In ability to shoot baskets, to
dribble, to pass and work as an agile unit, they fairly surpassed every team
that opposed them. Gifford and Langlois playing their second season together,
as forwards, discouraged all opposition to these important places.
Captain
Langlois has developed speed and general basketball ability out of all proporEd. Walsh was the year's find and proved a revelation at
tion to his size.
guard. His best tribute, perhaps, is told by the low scores that fell to the
efforts of his opponents.
Freiberger and Blanchard filled their places with
no less satisfaction and the little aggregation possessed a number of substiOne game was lost by a basket,
tutes who were a real credit to their team.
another by a point. All others were easy victories. Several teams declined to
place their standing on the fortunes of a game. The keen interest and constant
direction of Father Quinn was a big factor in their success.
Baseball prospered right from the start.
choose from, a team was organized with
feated

all

opponents of their age.

little

fine

midget material to
and successfully de-

Coach Bischofberger deserves much
and accurate-fielding team.

for having developed such a hard-hitting
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With

difficulty

credit
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SOC ETY
I

AS HOSTS
Many distinguished vii •rs hoi oreil s with their presence and delighted
us with their personalitie
Most P
iient among these celebrities, was
de Valera, Preside
In a talk given to the
of the Irish Republic.
students, this notable endei
,1
himself an. 1 his cause to the hearts of his listeners. Later, Mr. Peter (i olden charmed us with the eloquence of his mellow
Irish voice in his speech on Erin's freedom. Not a few other men in the
public eye talked and mini. led with us, teaching us the mighty lessons of life.
Eamon

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
On numerous

occasions we
discarded the democratic garb of the
a vi
to the
campus and donned the gala atti
f Beau Bruma els to "step out
wlii
many social affi
ha\
year, stamped is as "society" men. On
th
Terpsichorean ability has
kind or another <>i
various celebrations of
and parties have given u< ample opportunity to spend
been tested, and dan<
delightful hours in t
company of Denver's fai sex.
The most brilliai event on the social calenda proved to be the dance held
on the twelfth of F'el iarv at the K. of C. Hall
lder the management of the
basketball quintette.
Nothing was left undone that might help the large
gathering enjoy the evening. It will be remembered as one of the prettiest
successes among the social ventui es of the students.
The basketball players
and the patrons and patronesses are to be congratulated f
ably directed the fete. It was the Annual Dance of the year and fittingly
ranked with such dances in the past.
Many delightful parties given by some of the students went far to make
the year a success. Such engagements were well attended and offered many
delightful hours for the tiled student. The entertainments furnished by the
boys behind these movements were worthy of the high commendations they
1

1

'

i

received.

Smokers, luncheons, and theatre parties put a final touch to the social
card of the }^ear. The smokers, given in the College recreation rooms for the
entertainment of the students, were always looked forward to with interest,
because of the high-class entertainment they furnished. Prominent entertainers graced these occasions and won ready laughter and merriment.
Different
College organizations, from time to time, undertook to satisfy our gigantic
appetites at impromptu banquets. Success favored their attempts. Frequently
the athletes crowned the successes gained on the field with joyful theatre
parties.

On the
tain the S.

whole we have experienced a social season that has helped mainH. C. spirit of joviality and cheerfulness throughout the year.
only hope that the unmarred success which attended them will be the
norm and crown of such undertaking's in the future.

We
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BUGHOUSE —

Let me tell you that this waking-up business is a small
job in itself, but when applied to a house full of young men who have studiously burned gallons of midnight oil until the wee sma' hours anont the
twall, in a vain endeavor to master their assignments who have wearily tossed
on downy couches throughout the remaining hours of slumbering-time,
vainly striving to solve the problems of philosophy, physics, algebra, and to
memorize the twenty-first book of Livy aye, then it is a task. As soon as they
have come to a semi-conscious state they murmur sweetly, "Father, a late
sleep, please." If fortune is theirs, they are wafted again on the zephyrs of
dreamland, to enjoy a real sleep, so necessary to restore the tissues in their
exhausted brains. Ah 'tis the life.
But our coterie over here have lived together in wonderful contentment,
have had some real work and real fun. Here's hoping we may all be together
next year in the "LiT red house o'er the way.
;

—

!

1 '

Godfrey Doyle.

—

CHINATOWN To be a member of Chinatown you have to be thoroughly qualified for some of the most severe tests known. The main test is the
great one of ascertaining whether or not you are able to speak our language.
Therefore, you see that only literary celebrities dwell with us. You also have
to be a useful man in the kitchen. In rice, noodles, and rats, you have to be
an expert. Another requisite is that you have to delve into the studies of the
day to develop the mind and, with the help of the imagination and reason,
to enjoy and judge what is sublime and beautiful in art and nature.
The present inhabitants of Chinatown, before they were initiated, expected to see people running around in loose garments and sandals. Custom
hath its way and we were not disappointed; we saw these things and now do
the things of the place. You, who will live in Chinatown next year, follow our
footsteps, lead in your classes, speak no slander, love your abode. Now we say
"Pax tecum."
C. Vega.
1

JAPTOWN — All

the

members

of this rendezvous of aristocracy are not-

ables, who have long since entered the Hall of Fame. Famous characters dwell
in Japtown; one a veteran of terrifying escapades of the Mexican border; an-

other an owner of five mountains in the heart of Ouray, Colorado; one the
inventor of the Ambrosian wireless code, another of bishop-like dignity who
has Charlie Chaplin's gait to perfection, and still another, a blonde musician,
guardian of a fire-escape and lover of Douglas, Wyo. These geniuses know
not what a demerit means, and in spite of their afore-mentioned aristocratic
exclusiveness, are genial, ever willing to borrow money, and silk socks, are
seldom desperate, except when enraged by some Chinatowner, but when so,
ah then the blood of a Chink hath run down the stairs.
!

F. BlSCHOFBERGER.
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AniMIpBu^BSSDlRECTOKK
John

Akolt

P.

Alex.

Lawyer
Phone Champa 83
300 Wight Bldg., Denver.
IT.

C. de Baca
General Merchandise
Owner, Romero Mercantile Co.

Phone

Cross

S.

Ranching
Phone 8F2
Douglas, Wyo.

20.

Frank

J.

Cullinan

Oil Operator

Phone 298
803 W. 7th

St.,

Cisco,

Texas.

Las Vegas, N. M.

Leo

S.

Joseph L. Cullinan

Baginski

Adolfo

J.

Phone 298

Barreras

Physician and Surgeon
Phone Gallup 16
3150 Federal Blvd., Denver.

Eugene Dobbins

Clement Buchen

Chemical Engr., Gates Rubber Co.
Phone Hickory 10R1

Draftsman
Phone Main 7694
3434 Walnut St., Denver.

2139

Ben

Cain

J.

St.

Charles B. Carlile

Michael's, Arizona.

Douds

Conway-Bogue Realty
Phone Main 357
524 17th

Hugh

Byron Connor
Penney Stores

Co.

Astoria, Oregon.

Paul V. Cooke

J.

St.,

Inv. Co.

Denver.

Early

Merchant
Phone Main 7000
1615 Market St., Denver.

Ben Espinosa

Superintendent

Advance Construction

P.

Realtor

Asst. Cashier, First Nat. Bank
Phone 37
42 Carlile PL, Pueblo, Colo.

J. C.

Ave., Denver.

Dodge

Colo.

John

With

W. 28th

Stock raising

Dentist

Phone Main 585

J.

of

Danahey

Dr. T. J.

Chief Field Deputy
U. S. Internal Revenue
4496 Winona St., Denver.

Sterling,

Cisco, Texas.

Sterling, Colo.

Magdalena, N. M.

T.

St.,

Secretary, Sterling Chamber
Commerce and Insurance

6

Walter

7th

"Shasty" Cunningham

J. J.

Charles C/B. Berry

Dr.

W.

803

Bookkeeper

Phone

Operator

Oil

Farmer
Phone Fondis 471
Box 527, Elbert, Colo.

Farmer
Phone 8.J

Co.

Del Norte, Colo.

Conejos, Colo.

Louis E. Coughlin
Forest Supervisor U.

S.

Forest Ser.

& Co. and of
Diamond Dick Prospecting
Laramie, Wyo.

Pres. Coughlin

Co.

Joseph E. Fitzgerald
Travel Reporter News and Times
Phone Main 6840
17th and Glenarm, Denver.

J

Daniel

J.

J

Floyd

Cakli
Merchant
Phone 19

Bookkeeper
Phone Main 464
1441 Seventh St., Denver.

Edward A. Floyd

P.

Floyd

810

Magee

Bldg., Pittsburgh,

Clergy

Phone Sterling
327

E. Floyd

St.,

3rd

S.

St.,

73
Sterling, Colo.

Edward Hanifen

Accountant
Denver Gas and Electric Co.
Phone M. 4000; Res. Gallup 2227
4038 Alcott

Jr.

Salesman
Phone Court 1013

Reverend Charles H. Hagus

Banking
Phone Main 1816
1430 Emerson St., Denver.

Thomas

Mexico.

Tony Haberl.

Shipping Clerk, Colo. M. & E. Co.

Phone 434; Res. Gallup 3449
3159 West 36th Ave., Denver.

Leo

New

Belen,

Student, Georgetown University
Washington, D. C.

Denver.

George Hartford

William E. Foley

Traveling Salesman
Dunn Shoe & Leather Co.

District Attorney

J. P.

Attorney and Counselor at Law
Ernest and Cranmer Bldg., Denver.

Denver, Colo.

Reverend Joseph

Earl H. Frazier

Pastor,

Colorado Springs, Colo.

Froegel

J.

F. Higgins

Mary's Church

Phone Main 1238

Electric Power Plants
1525 16th St., Denver.

Reverend B.

St.

Rev.

Clergy

William M. Higgins

Clergy
1501 Penn.

Box 188

Denver.

St.,

Brighton, Colo.

Dan

J.

John

Gaffy

Superintendent

Lackawanna

Oil

Shale Products Co.

Phone Champa 5688
924 Foster Building, Denver.

S.

Edward

John

F.

Gallagher

Manager Gallagher Grain
Phone Champa 1230

"Bobo" Hlghes

Shift Boss
K. C. Boxing Instructor
Box 1846, Bisbee, Arizona.

S.

Johnson

Real Estate
Co.

Phone Main 3760
412 17th

St.,

Denver.

511 Cooper Building, Denver.

James A. Johnson
Joseph Gatjghan
Express Clerk
4013

Kenmore

Edw

Ave., Chicago.

P. Gi
Manager Gibbons Style Shop
Phone 669
222 N. Main St., Pueblo, Colo.
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Electrical Supplies
346 E. Water St.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

James

F.

Johnson

Real Estate

Phone Main 3760
412 17th

St.,

Denver

Mahlon

B.

Johnson

John

L.

Mgr. Real Estate and Insurance
Hibernia Bank and Trust Co.
628 St. Paul St., Denver.

McCam bridge

Charles H.

T. Joyce, Jk.

News-Times

Advertising Dept.,
17th and Glenarm
Denver, Colorado.

William

Martin

FiiANCis H.

Student, Colo. Agricultural College
Phone South 301
832 Sherman St., Denver.

Insurance, New York Life
Foster Bldg.
Denver, Colo.

John H. McDonald

Joyce

Mining
Andes Copper Mining Co.
Antofagasta, Chile, South America.

George T. Kearns,

Jr.

Powder Salesman
Phone Main 4727
714 Equitable Bldg., Denver

Postmaster, Erie, Colo.

Michael

McEnery

J.

Clothier
23rd & Larimer Sts.
Denver, Colo.

Martin H. McGovern
Lawyer
1535 Penn. St.
Denver, Colo.

Kenney

ioiix J.

Lawyer
Phone 168 W.

James A. McKnight

Santa Fe, N. M.

Broker
Phone Bryant 4254

Fritz Kleine
Farmer

W. 40th

105

Leonora, Kansas.

St.,

Hugh

Eeverend

New York

L.

Citv.

McMenamin

Clergy

Frank

J.

Leahy

Phone Main 797
1501 Penn. Ave., Denver.

Engineer

Phone York 6253W

Adams

1606

St.,

Denver.

Clarence Metz
Insurance

Harry

L.

Luckenbach

Salesman, Boettcher, Porter Co.

Phone Main 194
Gas and Electric

Penn. Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Phone Main 723
607 First Nat'l Bank Bldg.
Denver.

Bldg., Denver.

Walter
Jack

F.

Lueders

Insurance

Phone Main 928

B.

Mullare

Salesman
Phone 1071 F 3
1000 Grant Ave.. Trinidad,

Colo.

302 Colorado Bldg., Denver

William

F.

Lyman

Proprietor

Paul

V.

T. Murray Grocery Co.
Phone Gallup 2000
W. 32nd and Julian Sts., Denver.

Joseph

Ambrose A. Macie.ieavski
Medical Student
Phone Oxford 39

Walden

AY

M.

Salt Lake Business College
52 W. 2nd South
Salt Lake City, Utah.

283

Mr

Retail Merchant

Ave., Buffalo,

Newman

K. of C. Secretary
Registrar, K. of C. School

Phone Ellsworth 43 R 2
Logan St., Denver.

548

J.

Hervey Nichols,

Wai

Jr.

Conaway Investment
Phone Main 4767
Ferris and

1742 California

Ray

J.

St.,

Jr.

Co.

Denver.

Robert E. Sexton

Xoone

With Armour and Co.
Phone Main 1532, Branch

Fidelity and Deposit Co. of Md.
Phone Main 928
302 Colorado Bldg., Denver.

Michael E. Noonen

46

Stockyards, Denver.

John

Live Stock
Blue Valley Ranch

Kremmling,

Sc

E.

Engineer
Mining and Petroleum
Box 102G, Vernon, Texas.

Real Estate

J.

Office

Sullivan
Manager

Boettcher, Porter and Co.
436 Gas & E. Bldg., Phone M. 194
Res. 601 E. 16th Ave, Denver.

Colo.

Edwin H. O'Mara
Manager

Credit

Phone Main 2073
Powers-Behen Clothing

Raymond

Sullivan
Law

S.

Attorney at

Co.

Phone Main 1630
305 Colorado Bldg., Denvei

Leo

Pass

F.

Division Examiner, U. S. Army
1824 Ontario Place
N. W., Washington, D. C.

Martin

J.

Taafee

Dairy Ranching
Ronk Creek Ranch
Elizabeth,

William D. Phoenix
State Agent
Cont. Fire Insur. of N. Y.
Phone Champa 1934
315 Kittredge Bldg., Denver.

Colo.

Joseph Tarabino
Real Estate

Phone 177
310 E. 2nd

Patrick

J.

Copy Editor
New York American
104

W.

St.,

Trinidad,

Robinson

75th

St.,

New York

Mm
City.

P>.

Waldron

Attorney at

Law

Phone Main 257

Herbert T. Rothwell
Student, Univ. of Denver
Phone Gallup 1718J
2969 Federal Blvd., Denver.

Foster Bldg.. Denver.

Eugene A. Wal
Traveling Salesman
Wholesale Lumber

William D. Rothwell
Student, Univ. of Colo.
1229 University Ave.,
Boulder, Colo.

Phone Main 6880
1917 Broadway St., Denvei

Joseph: J.

Earl

L.

Phone Main 4488

Bank

Law

Phone Main 189-190
305-8 Symes Bldg., Denvei

Accountant
First Nat'l

Walsh

Attorney at

Scherrer

Bldg., Denver.

Fred Warshaiter
Joseph C. Schmelzer
Mining

Manager
The Warshauer-McClure Sheep

Silverton, Colo.

Antonito, Colo.
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Co.

Arthur A. Wheeler

ian J.

Casapalca, Peru,

Julien

J.

S.

White

Asst. Secretary
Mt. Olivet Cemetery Association

Superintendent of Concentrators
Cerro de Pasco Copper Corp.

Phone Champa 2065
403 Gas and Electric

A.

Bldg., Denver.

White
Lorenz

With Cole Motor Sales Co.
Phone Champa 133
1225 Broadway St., Denver.

S.

Woeber

Student, Colo. School of Mines
79

Logan

St.,

Denver.

ALUMNI YEAR BOOK SUBSCRIBERS
John

Akolt
L. S. Baginski
Adolfo J. Barreras
A. H. Bautsch
Charles O'B. Berry

Joseph Gaughan
Edward P. Gibbons

James A. Breen
Clement Buchen
Dr. W. T. Cain

Anthony F. Haberl, Jr.
Rev. Charles H. Hagus

Charles B. Carlile

Geo. Hartford

A. A. Carson

Rev. Joseph F. Higgins
Rev. William M. Higgins

P.

Andrew

Collins

J.

Leo H. Connell
Dr. Claude E. Cooper
J. Byron Connor
Paul V. Cooke
Louis E. Coughlin
Alex. S. Cross

Prank

J.

Cullman

Joseph L. Cullinan

John J. Cunningham
Ben J. Dodge
Dr. T. J. Danahey
H. C. de Baca

Rev. A.

Carlos Gilbert

John Goodier

Raymond Grass

Edward Hanifen

Henry Hoeffer

Wm.

Earl Hotchkiss

S. Hughes
S. Johnson
James A. Johnson
James F. Johnson
Mahlon B. Johnson
James B. Judge

John

Edward

George T. Kearns,
John J. Kenney

Jr.

Fritz Kleine

Peter K. Pinnerty

Rev. E.

Early

Joseph F. Fitzgerald
Dan J. Floyd
Edward A. Floyd
Leo P. Floyd
Thomas E. Floyd
Wm. E. Foley
Rev. B. J. Froegel

Dan
John

Gaffy
F.

Gallagher

J. Mannix
Frank H. Martin
Charles H. McCambridge
Edward J. McCarthy
John H. McDonald
Rev. J. Fred McDonnough
John B. McGauran
Martin H. McGovern
James A. McKnight

Rev.

Hugh

L.

Paul V. Murray
M. Thomas Murray,
John D. Nevin
Joseph Newman

Ray

J.

Jr.

Noone

Michael E. Noonen
Edwin H. 0"Mara
Leo F. Pass
Wm. D. Phoenix

Robinson
Herbert T. Rothwell
Vincent T. Ryan

John F. Lueders
William T. Lyman
Ambrose A. Maciejewski

J.

Miller

P. J.

Ben Espinosa

Hugh

J.

Clarence Metz
Dr. Daniel G. Monaghan
Rev. John P. Moran
Walter B. Mullare
George P. Mullin

J.

McMenamin

Rev. Wm. W. Ryan
Earl L. Scherrer
Joseph C. Sehmelzer
Geo. L. Schmitt

Walter E. Scott, Jr.
Robert E. Sexton
John .1. Sullivan
S. John Sullivan
Martin J. Taaffe
Peter M. Tarabino
Michael B. Waldron

Walsh
Walsh
Fred Warshauer
Eugene

Joseph

A.

J.

Arthur A. Wheeler
Julien

Vivian

J.
.1.

White
White
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/"KHE

next s action deals with
thoroughl v reli able H1S1T hev a re om (•()ness firms.

KJ

1

We

operators and subscribers.

beg you make their bettei
quaintance.
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'

ac-

McPhee&McGinnityCo.

DENVER
MlLLWORK and LUMBER
Paints
Building Materials
- ZIP* SERVICE

Makes

44

Better

Belle of

Bread

Denver"

HARD WHEAT FLOUR

CRESCENT FLOUR MILLS
Manufacturers

SOLD EVERYWHERE
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Corporations

Firms
Individuals
ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO AVAIL THEMSELVES OF OUR ADEQUATE SERVICE
We

offer all the

modern

facilities of

A COMMERCIAL BANK
A SAVINGS BANK
A TRUST COMPANY
A SAFE DEPOSITORY
(4% on Savings Accounts)

Our General Banking Department
Well Established Foreign Department

In Addition to

We

Have

a

The

Hibernia Bank
CHAMPA AND FIFTEENTH
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& Trust Co.
STS.,

DENVER. COLO.

O'Fallon's
PLUMBING AND HEATING GOODS
Are superior

for the equipping" of Schools, Institutions,
Buildings and Private Residences.
They are the
newest in design, the most durable, the most dependable
and give permanent satisfaction.

Public

VISIT

We

OUR BEAUTIFUL DISPLAY ROOM

Also Carry Complete Lines of

MUNICIPAL AND WATER WORKS SUPPLIES
MILL SUPPLIES
ENGINEERS' SPECIALTIES, WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS
ELECTRIC AND POWER WASHING MACHINES
Write or Call for Catalog's and Information.

THE
15th and

M.

J.

Wynkoop

OTALLON SUPPLY

CO.

Denver, Colo.

Sts.

Phone Main

66

and

65

The Standard Bottling

Co.

BOTTLERS OF

GINGER ALE, ROOT BEER, SODA
WATER, SELTZER WATER, ETC.
We

Also Have a Full Pine of Soda Fountain Supplies,
Crushed Fruits, Concentrated Syrups,
Glassware, etc.
Office

and Factory

THIRTEENTH AND LAWRENCE STREETS
DENVER
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s

Laboratory Equipment
for
Schools, Colleges

&

General Chemists

Laboratory Glassware
Clay Crucibles

Laboratory Fu rnace
Acids
C. P.

Chemicals

Oil Testing"

Apparatus

High Test Thermometers
Assay Balances
Laboratory Crushers
Microscopes

EVERY COMMODITY NECESSARY FOR THE
EQUIPMENT OF THE PRESENT UP-TO-DATE LABORATORY

990E AND
DENVER

SALTLAKECITY
Now York Office 42 Broadway
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EL PASO

Phone Champa

2199

The James Clarke
Cijurtl) (^ooDs

House

RELIGIOUS ARTICLES, VESTMENTS, CHALICES,
STATUES, STATIONS OF THE CROSS,
CATHOLIC BOOKS, ETC.
The Largest Catholic Supply Concern

in

the

West

CALIFORNIA STREET
DENVER, COLORADO

1645-47

Telephone Main 3587

North Denver Transfer

& Storage Co.
WAREHOUSE
201 (,-2020

BLAKE STREET
DENVER

GOOD TRACKAGE

Page One Hundred

Earnest
at all times

It is

our earnest

desire to serve those

employ us
polite
tail

in

an

who

efficient,

Each

manner.

planned by us

is

de-

looked

by men who have

after

been expertly trained

in

their profession.

W.

P.

Horan

& Son

®ntiertafeer
1525-27

CLEVELAND PLACE

DENVER, COLO.
Phone Main
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1368

McMURTRY
Rubber Floor
Varnish
MADE TO WALK ON
the whole story of
Rubber Floor Varnish.

tells

Put up

in

clear,

also

in

8

colors

Manufacturer

^McMurtryMfg.Co.

PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS

1333

arapahoe street.

Deni

That's
the

Candy!
EDUCATION
IS ESSENTIAL
QUALITY IN CANDY
Nevin's "Purity Candy"

is

an Education

in Quality.

High Grade Package Chocolates.
10c

Pail Specialties.

THE W.

C.

Bar Goods

NEVIN CANDY CO.
DENVER, COLO.
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The Conway-Bogue Realty
Investment Company
REALTOR
Denver, Colorado

524 Seventeenth Street

We know

if you want a home, five, six or seven
our city, we can fill your need.
Or if you wish one of Denver's more exclusive
larger residences, we can show you a satisfying

rooms,

in

array.

For you who would have investments, we offer
apartments, substantial in construction, permanent
in income, and appreciating in value.
If you
a nice new home.
Department now has under construction many homes in Denver's new bungalow
district
Seventh Avenue Boulevard homes which
we personally guarantee as A-l in construction and

Perhaps you would want
do, our Building

—

fully

;

satisfying your ideal of the

"Home

Beauti-

ful."

Our Loan Manager
vative,

and he

is at once selective and conserwill gladly help you to finance your

home.

The Insurance Department

of our office will protect

your home, your automobile and your employees.
In conclusion, you will be shown every courtesy when
you step into our office, and we invite you to test "OUR

SERVICE"

in

every

department

of

the

Real

Estate

Business.

The Conway-Bogue Realty
Investment Company
RealtdR
524 Seventeenth Street
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Denver, Colorado

the best

is

the cheapest

Blue

in

the long run

Hill

creamery butter

^Campbell-Sell
Baking Co.
"QUALITY BAKERS"!
Our Bakery

Is

Open

to Visitors
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A

Denver Industry

Leyden

mined near
by Denver
who spend their wages in

lignite coal is

the Denver city limits
citizens,

Denver.
Besides contributing to the wealth
of the city,

Leyden

the beauty;

it

lignite adds to
burns so clearly that
it does not produce any of the
thick, black smoke so visible when
you look toward town from Sa-

cred Heart.

Ihe

LEYDEN COAL
Lump — Nut — Steam
306

JACOBSON BUILDING
1604

Page One Hundred

Fh

ARAPAHOE

ST.

CO.

Free Delivery Anywhere
Phone York

9335

DOYLE'S PHARMACY
J.

FRED DOYLE,

Prop.

"The

Particular Druggist"
18TH AVENUE AND CLARKSON STREET
DENVER, COLORADO

Build

Now

and

Own Your Own Home

DENVER SHALE BRICKYARD
PRESSED BRICK A SPECIALTY
Call

Main 464

Private Branch Exchange

Phone Champa

4838

Bourk- Donaldson -Taylor,
Inc.

Wholesale Fruits

and Vegetables
1800

WYNKOOP STREET
DENVER, COLO.

Pace One Hundred

S,

TRY

Armour's
Star Hams
AND

Star Bacon
SOLD BY

Wm. Walsh
1401

PLATTE STREET

DENVER
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SKE

Showing- a Line

O.

J.

Snyder

of the Latest

Young Men's Suits
in

Best
Saddles

and
Harness

1535 LARIMER
DENVER

West

the

ST.

Corner Larimer and 23rd

Send for Catalogue

Sts.

DENVER, COLO.

FREE

}8

Most

$4522

Made
in

the

Pleasing Patterns

Years the Leader

Hungarian
Flour Mills
Hungarian Highest
Patent Flour
Known Throughout
Eor

Its

the

West

Superior Quality

HUNGARIAN
FLOUR MILLS
Seventh and Wazee Streets
Denver. Colorado.
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Compliments

of

Auto Cream

Piano Cream
THE FREEMAN CHEMICAL COMPANY
DENVER

TELEPHONES
Earth, Sea and Air,

we ransack

2210, 2211

daily for your

bill

of fare.

TREMONT GROCERS
Table Delicacies, Imported and Domestic Fruits,
Vegetables, etc., etc.
Fresh Meats, Poultry and Game
200-202 Sixteenth Street, Cor. Cleveland Place

DENVER, COLO.

OPPORTUNITIES
Come

daily to those

who

A

save.

steadily

grow-

Savings Account in a solid bank is the surest
means of being prepared for them. Systematic
saving means comfort and happiness in old age.
ing-

4% INTEREST ON SAVINGS
Compounded January and July

WE

SOLICIT

YOUR ACCOUNT, BE

IT

LARGE OR SMALL

The American Bank and Trust
DENVER, COLO.
Capital, $500,000.00
Member Federal Reserve Bank
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Co.

O'Brien's
at
1112

&tovt

SIXTEENTH

ST.

Brain and Tissue
Are

Where

STYLISH HATS
AND CAPS

built

up by eating plenty of

FISH
The Delicious Fish and Oysters

are found

used by the College are from the

MUNGER
Complete

COMPANY

FISH

Wholesale Dealers

in All

Kinds of

SEA FOODS
line

Men's Furnishings
David O'Brien. Prop.

at

Fresh Fish and Oysters
all times in their season

MUNGER
1536

Blake

FISH CO.

St.

Phones Champa

1074

Denver
and 6246

Woeber Car and Mfg. Co.

TRUCK BODIES
SIXTY YEARS
PROGRESSIVE VEHICLE BUILDERS
ELEVENTH STREET
DENVER, COLORADO

1346

Pare One Hundred Ten

To buy

a home, a farm or an investment, and
be sure that your interests are properly
safeguarded, deal with

JOHNSON-OLMSTED REALTY
412

James

F.

17TH

ST.,

DENVER. PHONE MAIN

Victor R. Olmsted

Johnson

CO.

3760

Edward

S.

Johnson

Fleischmann's Compressed Yeast taken three
times a day will eliminate such troubles
as Pimples, Boils, Carbuncles

THE BOOKLET
"Fleischmann's Compressed Yeast and Good Health"
tells

GET

IT

the story.

FROM YOUR GROCER TODAY

SEVENTH AND LAWRENCE

LUMBER
Frank Kirchhof

Lumber Co.
OWN YOUR HOME
BUILD IT NOW
"A Piece or
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a

Carload"

Compliments

of

Laundry of Quality

The

Trade mark

Denver Brick
Manufacturers
Association
428

JOHN

Colorado
Laundry

Exchange Building

A.

KEEFE, Managei

22nd and Larimer Street;

DENVER

Phone, Main 740

RULING AND BINDING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
Phone Main

3054

THE DIETER BOOKBINDING
Manufacturers

CO.

of

LOOSE LEAF DEVICES, BLANK BOOKS
1833

J.

J.

Hoffmann.

CHAMPA STREET, DENVER,

Pre.-

J.

Phone Main

COLO.

T. Geuting, Sec.

& T

383-384

ALL KINDS OF SAUSAGES

HOFFMANN-GEUTING
Packing and Provision Company
Our Specialty: Hickory Nut Hams and Bacon. They Have the Flavor.

MARKET STREET
DENVER. COLO.

1612
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THE McCARTY-JOHNSON
Heating and Engineering
Steam

Steam and Hot Water
Heating Contractors

Fitters,

Repair
1440

Company

Work Promptly

Attended to

CURTIS STREET, DENVER, COLO.
Phone Main

5523

THE ENGELBACH
Manufacturing and Supply Company
Hotel and Restaurant, Kitchen Outfitters
Dealers

in

of Hardware Specialties and Machinery
Manufacturers' Agents, Designing Engineers

and Manufacturers

ENGELBACH BUILDING, 1455 CALIFORNIA
DENVER, COLORADO

ST.

Duffy
Serves

You
Right

Padded Motor Vans

for Furniture

Moving.

Special Pneumatic-Tired Trucks for Pianos.
Telephone, Main 1340
Office:

601

Fifteenth Street
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Have you

Your Eye
Is the most VALUABLE faculty
which you possess. Yet how little
thought or care for its preservation.
You are perhaps straining
it

every day.

glasses

Better stop

it.

do it.
Have
thought about it?
will

ever tried

Btxdrt

Our
you

C|)otoIatr6

Denver's Reliable
Opticians
Devoted exclusively to the fitting
and manufacturing of glasses

SWIGERT BROS.
1550

CALIFORNIA STREET

DENVER

They're wonderfully
l-l

delicious.
!

ELECTRICITY FOR EVERY FARM
By installing Delco-Light
on have your own power
dependable electric
lant,

—

service.

Electric lights will

make your home cheery and
Electric power will
bright.
nj) the water and in other

ways

save yon
labor every day.

time

and

Write for Catalog

E.

H.

1525

FRAZIER,

SIXTEENTH

ST.,

Distributor

DENVER. COLO.
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College
of tbe

gfacreto

Qeart
DENVER
COLORADO

Boarding

and Day
School for

Boys
Conducted
by the Jesu
Fathers

Good Scholarship and Training
the Chief

of Character,

Aim

THE COLLEGIATE DIVISION MAINTAINS

A
A
A
A

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

School
School
School
School

of
of
of
of

Arts
Science
Philosophy and Literature
Pre-medical Studies

THE HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT OFFERS

A

A
A
A

Standard Classical Prog-ram
Standard Scientific Prog-ram
Standard English Program
Standard Commercial Program

Ideal Location, Extensive Grounds, Splendid Sport Facilities

For Catalogue and Information, Address The Registrar
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